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Abstract
The spatial modulation (SM) concept combines, in a novel fashion, digital modulation and
multiple antenna transmission for low complexity and spectrally efficient data transmission.
The idea considers the transmit antenna array as a spatial constellation diagram with the trans-
mit antennas as the constellation points. To this extent, SMmaps a sequence of bits onto a
signal constellation point and onto a spatial constellation p int. The information is conveyed
by detecting the transmitting antenna (the spatial constellation point) in addition to the signal
constellation point. In this manner, inter-channel interference is avoided entirely since trans-
mission is restricted to a single antenna at any transmission instance. However, encoding binary
information in the spatial domain means that the number of transmit antennas must be a power
of two. To address this constraint, fractional bit encoded spatial modulation (FBE—SM) is
proposed. FBE–SM uses the theory of modulus conversion to facilitate fractional bit rates over
time. In particular, it allows each transmitter to use an arbitrary number of transmit antennas.
Furthermore, the application of SM in a multi-user, interference limited scenario has never
been considered. To this extent, the average bit error rate (ABER) of SM is characterised in
the interference limited scenario. The ABER performance isfirst analysed for the interference-
unaware detector. An interference-aware detector is then proposed and compared with the cost
and complexity equivalent detector for a single–input multiple–output (SIMO) system. The
application of SM with an interference-aware detector results in coding gains for the system.
Another area of interest involves using SM for relaying systems. The aptitude of SM to replace
or supplement traditional relaying networks is analysed anits performance is compared with
present solutions. The application of SM to a fixed relaying system, termed dual-hop spatial
modulation (Dh-SM), is shown to have an advantage in terms ofthe source to destination ABER
when compared to the classical decode and forward (DF) relaying scheme. In addition, the
application of SM to a relaying system employing distributed r laying nodes is considered and
its performance relative to Dh-SM is presented.
While significant theoretical work has been done in analysing the performance of SM, the im-
plementation of SM in a practical system has never been shown. In this thesis, the performance
evaluation of SM in a practical testbed scenario is presented for the first time. To this extent,
the empirical results validate the theoretical work presented in the literature.
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PW Probability of wrong detection by both relays
PB Probability of both relays activating
PB|0 Probability of both relays activating when a ‘0’ was sent
from the source
PB|1 Probability of both relays activating when a ‘1’ was sent
from the source
PN Probability of no relays activating
γ0 SNR between the source and relayR0
γ1 SNR between the source and relayR1
γ0D SNR between relayR0 and the destination
γ1D SNR between relayR1 and the destination
xviii
Nomenclature
BERsd Source to destinationBER for DSM
BER0D/1D Probability of detecting ‘1’ at the destination when ‘0’
was transmitted from the source and both relays are ac-
tive
BER1D/0D Probability of detecting ‘1’ at the destination when ‘0’
was transmitted from the source and both relays are ac-
tive
H0 Channel matrix between the source to relayR0
H1 Channel matrix between the source to relayR1
H0D Channel matrix between relayR0 to the destination
H1D Channel matrix between relayR1 to the destination
ζ Ratio of the ABER on the link between relayR0 to the
destination relative to the ABER on the link between
relayR1 to the destination
K Ratio of the coherent power component, usually the di-
rect path, to the non-coherent power components, usu-
ally the scattered paths





The number of wireless devices has steadily increased sincethe first mobile phones in the
early 1980s. In turn, the original function of a mobile phonehas changed radically. Today,
mobile devices are everywhere. To this extent, the expectations from the wireless devices of
today are vastly different. Indeed, they are used as much fortelephone conversations as for
browsing the internet, making banking transactions, locating tourist attractions, identifying the
best restaurants, social networking, remotely controlling the cooling, lighting and security in
a home, and many other situations where an endless host of applications is limited only by
the human imagination and the available resources. These wireless devices (smart phones or
sensors) have changed the way humanity functions. They havebecome the foundations of a
larger, smarter, more technologically advanced society, which aims to be connected, mobile
and increasingly energy efficient.
The increasing role of these devices has led to their refinemet and the requirement for more
bandwidth. Higher data rates, longer battery life and greater portability have become expected.
Yet for all the engineering marvel that goes into the creation of a single smart phone or sensor,
the achievable data rates depend as much on an intelligent design, as on the available spectrum.
Indeed, the spreading use of mobile devices has led to an expon ntial growth in wireless data
traffic. The global demand for data to and from mobile devicesha more than doubled over
the last several years and this trend is expected to continue, as shown in Fig. 1.1 [1]. However,
the fundamental limit to the achievable data rate for a communication system was established
by Claude Shannon. He introduced the relation between the available bandwidth, the signal-
to-noise-ratio (SNR) and the data rate of the system in [2]. In short, Shannon proves that the
data rate increases linearly with the available bandwidth and logarithmically with an increasing
SNR.
The physical resources, therefore, place a fundamental limit on the achievable data rates, irre-
spective of the growing demand. Indeed, the frequency spectrum is a limited resource which is
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Figure 1.1: Global demand for mobile data per month as predicted by Cisco[1].
the UK spectrum allocations is provided in [4, 5] and the usage ri hts for each entity are defined
in [6]. Therefore, to use the frequency spectrum more efficiently, the combination of multiple
wireless devices operating in the same frequency band has become more widespread. To this
extent, various interference cancellation algorithms aredeveloped to facilitate as many users as
possible. In addition, cognitive radio aims to locate unused pectrum slots and establish com-
munication links while avoiding any interference. Yet despite the best efforts of researchers,
the achievable data rates are limited.
In an attempt to increase the spectral efficiency, and thereby increase the available data rate,
researchers ventured into the new, and largely unexplored,spatial domain. To this extent, the
idea of multiple channels between two users is considered in[7] and the application of spatial
multiplexing to a wireless network is first proposed in [8]. The idea behind spatial multiplexing
is that a high-rate source signal is split into several low-rate signals. Each low-rate signal is then
transmitted from a different transmitter. In addition, alltransmitters transmit simultaneously on
the same time-frequency resource block. Each receiver thenus s multiple antennas to detect the
co-channel signals. For successful reception, a rich scattering environment is assumed and the
receiver uses the different channel signatures of each co-channel signal to differentiate among
them. The separated signals are then demodulated and recombined to recover the original
source signal. In fact, the work by Foschini in [9] provides abasis for approaches that employ
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multiple transmit antennas and multiple receive antennas isystem. The general principle is
termed multiple–input multiple–output (MIMO). One implemntation of the MIMO concept
is known as Vertical Bell Laboratories Layered Space-Time Architecture (V-BLAST) [10]. In-
deed, Bell Labs was the first to demonstrate a laboratory prototype where spatial multiplexing
was used as a principal technology to improve the performance in a communication system by
employing V-BLAST [11].
Spatial multiplexing systems offer a linear increase of thesp ctral efficiency with respect to
the number of transmit antennas. This increase, however, comes at a cost. Spatial multiplexing
systems and MIMO systems in general, rely on a rich scattering environment to provide unique
channel signatures between each transmit and each receive antenn since detection is performed
using the eigenmodes of the channel. Therefore, optimal detection using V-BLAST is possible
when the channel has at least the same number of receive antenn s as there are transmitting an-
tennas, otherwise the channel matrix is underdefined at the receiver. Nonetheless, if maximum
likelihood (ML) detection is used at the receiver, then the number of receive antennas only de-
termines the receive diversity of the system and all spatials reams are detected. In addition,
inter–antenna synchronisation is required and may cause inter–antenna interference (IAI) if it is
not well implemented. Indeed, spatial multiplexing MIMO systems suffer from inter–channel
interference (ICI) which requires interference cancellation. However, interference cancellation
algorithms suffer from error propagation and successive interference cancellation (SIC), in par-
ticular, results in detection algorithms with a high computational complexity, such the one used
in V-BLAST. High computational complexity, in turn, increases the power consumption and
decreases the battery life of a mobile device. Most importantly, to facilitate MIMO, multiple
radio frequency (RF) chains must be active simultaneously.The most energy consuming part
of a wireless base station, however, are the power amplifiersand the RF chains associated with
each transmitter [12]. In fact, the power requirements of a base station are shown to increase
linearly with the number of RF chains added [13]. Thus, whileMIMO systems increase the
spectral efficiency of a system linearly with the number of transmit antennas, the presented
drawbacks limit their practical deployment.
To address some of the disadvantages of MIMO, the idea of spatial modulation (SM) is pro-
posed in [14]. The aim is to retain as many of the advantages ofclassical MIMO systems,
while avoiding many of the disadvantages. The basic idea of SM is to map blocks of informa-
tion bits onto two information carrying units [15]: i) a signal symbol, chosen from a complex
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signal constellation diagram, and ii) a unique transmit anten a, chosen from the set of anten-
nas in an antenna array at the transmitter,i. . the spatial constellation. Jointly, the spatial and
signal constellation symbols form a single SM constellation symbol. For example, if a total
of four bits/s/Hz are transmitted using SM with four available transmit antennas, then the first
two bits define the spatial constellation point identifyingthe active antenna, while the remain-
ing two bits determine which signal constellation point is transmitted. An illustration of the
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Figure 1.2: The SM constellation diagram for a spectral efficiency of4 bits/s/Hz with 4 sig-
nal constellation points and4 available transmit antennas,Txnt∈{1,...,Nt}. Re and
Im denote the real and imaginary axis of the signal constellation diagram, respec-
tively. The first two bits, from right to left, define the spatial constellation point
which identifies the active antenna, while the remaining twobits determine the
signal constellation point that is transmitted.
In contrast to classical MIMO, SM places no constraint on thenumber of receive antennas,
achieves spatial multiplexing gains even for a single receive antenna and requires no synchroni-
sation between the transmit antennas. In addition, SM avoids ICI entirely by activating a single
antenna at any transmission instance and the SM detection alg rithm does not suffer from error
propagation. Furthermore, the lower detection complexityfor SM reduces the power usage
of the mobile terminal and prolongs battery life [16]. Indee, SM requires only a single RF
chain at the transmitter, regardless of the number of transmit antenna elements. Additionally,
SM is shown to outperform a MIMO system using V-BLAST in termsof the average bit error
ratio (ABER) [15]. Lastly, SM is shown as more robust to channel estimation errors and to
channel correlation when compared to V-BLAST [17, 18]. SM istherefore, a more optimal
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system for exploiting the advantages of multiple transmit antennas while maintaining a single
RF chain for green communications.
Nonetheless, SM is a young concept and it is still being developed. To this extent, encoding
binary data in the spatial domain requires that the number oftransmitter antenna elements is a
power of two. However, doubling the number of antenna elements at the transmitter for every
extra bit sent in the spatial domain may not be feasible due tospace and cost constraints. In
addition, the performance of SM in the interference limitedscenario has never been considered,
nor has the aptitude of SM to replace or supplement traditional relaying networks, ever been
discussed. Finally, V-BLAST has been implemented in a practic l scenario. Until now, SM has
remained a purely theoretical concept.
Thesis layout and contributions
An overview of the history of wireless communications is presented in Chapter 2. The nature
of the wireless channel and its application in MIMO and SM is considered. A detailed expla-
nation of the operating principles behind spatial multiplexing systems and SM is followed by
the strengths and perceived weaknesses. The main drawbacksidentified in each system are
discussed and the state-of-the-art advances for SM are explor d. Lastly, the motivation and the
research goals for the thesis are presented.
A novel method called fractional bit encoded spatial modulation (FBE–SM), which permits
the transmitter to be equipped with an arbitrary number of transmit antennas, is presented in
Chapter 3. FBE–SM uses the theory of modulus conversion to facilitate fractional bit rates
over time. To this extent, the theory of modulus conversion is first explained. Its application
to SM is discussed and an algorithm for an optimised implementation of FBE–SM is provided.
The ABER performance of the system is then analysed in both the correlated and uncorrelated
scenarios. Lastly, state-of-the-art alternatives to FBE–SM are discussed. While FBE–SM re-
moves a fundamental limitation for the practical application of SM, most real world systems
are interference, and not noise, limited.
The performance of a SM system in the interference limited enviro ment is discussed in Chap-
ter 4. The ABER performance of SM using the interference-unaware detector is then modelled.
The asymptotic behaviour of the system is then discussed andcompared to thecost and com-
plexity equivalent SIMO system. In addition, a ML, interference-aware detector is proposed
along with a closed form solution for the upper bound of the system in a Rayleigh fading envi-
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ronment. Lastly, numerical analysis shows that the system employing SM performs better than
the complexity and cost equivalent multi-user MIMO system.
Another area of interest involves using SM in relaying systems. The ABER performance of SM
in the relaying scenario with both fixed and distributed relaying nodes is discussed in Chapter 5.
In particular, the system model and an analytical upper bound for the source to destination
ABER of the system using SM are presented. Furthermore, the applic tion of SM with a fixed
relaying node, termed dual-hop spatial modulation (Dh-SM), is shown to have a significant
advantage in terms of the source to destination ABER when compared to the classical decode
and forward (DF) relaying scheme. The application of SM to a rel ying system employing
distributed relaying nodes, termed distributed spatial modulation (DSM), is then considered. In
particular, a closed form solution for the ABER of a system with two distributed relay nodes
is presented and the performance of DSM is compared to Dh-SM in terms of the source to
destination ABER.
Along with other theoretical work done in the field, SM is shown as a viable candidate for
future wireless networks. However, despite the generated interest in SM, there is no practi-
cal implementation to prove that SM behaves as predicted in the literature. To this extent, the
performance evaluation of SM in a practical testbed scenario is presented forthe first timein
Chapter 6. In particular, the digital signal processing forthe transmitter and receiver is dis-
cussed. In addition, the equipment and the hardware constraint are then presented along with
an analytical upper bound for the ABER performance of the system. Finally, the experimental
data is compared to analytical and numerical results.
Lastly, Chapter 7 highlights the contributions made in the tsis. The limitations of the pre-
sented work are considered and potential avenues of research are proposed.
A list of publications that are related to the presented workin this thesis can be found in Ap-
pendix C. Furthermore, published works that related to the scope of this thesis and extend the




In this chapter, a brief overview of the history and evolution f wireless communications is
provided in Section 2.1. The properties of the wireless channel and their relevance for enabling
multiple–input multiple–output (MIMO) and spatial modulation (SM) are then discussed in
Section 2.2. In addition, the operating principles of MIMO systems, along with their advantages
and perceived disadvantages, are deliberated in Section 2.3. Furthermore, a possible solution
to the problems that plague MIMO systems is then proposed in the form of the SM concept in
Section 2.4. In particular, the motivation for the extensio f the SM concept are presented in
Section 2.5. Lastly, the chapter is summarised in Section 2.6.
2.1 Evolution of Wireless Communications
As with any scientific field, the initial research of the modern wireless communication systems
was cumbersome, expensive and not practical. Yet with time and more work, the field changes.
It grows, as new work builds on past knowledge and the open questions are addressed. The
understanding of the electromagnetic force is a founding pillar of the modern world. There
could be no wireless communications without this understanding.
The idea of wireless communications is grounded on work doneby James Clerk Maxwell. His
equations form the basis of computational electromagnetics and are the foundation of wireless
technology. Indeed, the first known experiment in wireless communications was performed
by Samuel Morse when he established a wireless telegraph conne tion in water. He laid two
electrodes across24 m of water and changed the number of galvanic elements. Lateron, a
breakthrough came when Heinrich Hertz verified the prediction made by Maxwell’s equations
with his 1887 discovery of electromagnetic radiation at ultra high frequencies. Despite the
ground breaking nature of these experiments, however, theywere impractical. In 1893, Nikola
Tesla described, in detail, the principles of radio communication [19]. He was the first to
apply the mechanism of electrical conduction to wireless practise. Tesla was also the first to
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use sensitive electromagnetic receivers. These principles were later widely publicised. Yet
Guglielmo Marconi was the first scientist to achieve successful radio transmission in 1895.
Later, in 1897, he was awarded a patent with the British Patent Office which became the initial
patent on radio [20].
It was not until the work of Claude Shannon, however, that thepot ntial of wireless communica-
tions was unlocked. In 1948, Shannon provided information theory that characterised the limits
of reliable communication [2]. He showed that there is a maxil channel capacity (achievable
data rate) for which the error probability could be as low as de ired. In particular, communicat-
ing at higher data rates demands either more bandwidth or greater signal-to-noise-ratio (SNR)
[21]. Indeed, it was Shannon who established the limits of all modern communication sys-
tems. Since then, significant research has gone into achieving the information theoretic channel
capacity predicted in his work.
(a) Frequency reuse factor of3. (b) Frequency reuse factor of9.
Figure 2.1: The first proposed use of frequency reuse for a mobile cellular system whereD1
is the distance from the receiver to the nearest base station, D2 is the distance
from the receiver to the second nearest base station andD2/D1 is the interference
distance ratio. The interference is minimised by maximising the physical distance
between two base stations transmitting on the same frequency [22].
Although Shannon established the capacity bounds for any communication system, he did not
provide guidelines how to achieve this capacity. Nonetheless, his work ascertained that to
maximise the achievable data rate, the SNR and the availableb ndwidth must be maximised.
On the one hand, all nodes could be active on the entire frequency spectrum but the SNR of each
would become limited by the interference emitted from its neighbours. On the other hand, the
frequency spectrum could be divided such that the interference from the neighbouring nodes is
minimised but only a portion of the available spectrum is used at any node. The latter approach
resulted in the frequency reuse idea.
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Some of earliest reported efforts to establish a mobile communication system came from Bell
Telephone Laboratories (Bell Labs) [22]. At the time, the frquency spectrum was barren and
a strong SNR was necessary. To this extent, the notion of fractional frequency reuse, which
became the backbone for the later deployment of the Global System for Mobile Communica-
tions (GSMC) in 1982, was first proposed in [22]. The idea is tominimise interference from
neighbouring cells by using a different transmit frequencyin each cell, as shown in Fig. 2.1.
As the distance between the antennas that are active on the same frequency is increased, the
interference on that frequency is minimised. To this extent, a more comprehensive wireless
communication system was presented in [23]. To permit mobility between cells, a control cen-
Figure 2.2: The first patent description of a mobile cellular system where a central base station
communicates with a mobile terminal. A central processing station controls the
hand-over of users between different base stations. The base st tions in different
cells transmit on different frequencies and interference is m nimised [23].
tre determines the location of the mobile station and enables a switching centre to regulate the
transfer of the mobile station from the currently occupied cll to a new cell. A basic overview
of the elements necessary for the implementation of the early cel ular concept is presented in
Fig. 2.2.
From these beginnings, the evolution of mobile communication systems through the years is
discussed in [24]. In contrast to the first generation wireless systems, which were separated
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by national borders with incompatible control systems, thesecond generation systems were
developed in a collaborative spirit. In particular, GSMC became a robust, interoperable and
widely-accepted standard that combined the expertise fromvarious entities under the guidance
of the European Telecommunications Standards Institute. GSMC gained such momentum that
it was quickly addopted by many contries around the globe. The digital nature of the GSMC
systems enabled data services to be incorporated. Indeed, packet data services were introduced
in the second half of the 1990s. These services provided a glimpse to the possible applications
of wireless systems despite the low data rates. The interoperability of GSMC, along with its
digital nature, provided a ubiquitous availability of mobile communications around the world
and motivated the need for further, global, amalgamation ofservices and technologies.
As the second generation wireless systems were being deployed across the world, research into
the third generation networks was on the way. Indeed, the Interna ional Telecommunications
Union (ITU) had started work on the evolution of the GSMC standard in the 1980s. The rapidly
growing demand for data services meant that the14.4 kb/s download speed of the GSMC sys-
tems was insufficient. To this extent, research in the third generation systems aimed at provid-
ing data rates of at least2000 kb/s. To facilitate this tremendous technological advance, th 3rd
Generation Partnership Project (3GPP) was established. Its aim is to coordinate research ac-
tivity across the world. 3GPP is an international consortium consisting of several international
standardisation bodies from Europe, U.S.A., Japan, China and South Korea. Where second
generation systems used time division multiple access (TDMA) or frequency division multiple
access (FDMA) to facilitate multiple users, the third generation systems were designed to use
code division multiple access (CDMA). CDMA would support ultra wide bandwidth and would
facilitate a large number of users, while remaining immune to interference [25]. Unfortunately,
practical implementations could not achieve the theoretical predictions [26]. Nonetheless, the
third generation systems have progressed throughout theirdeployment. The immediate demand
for higher data rates has driven research forward and new relas s have facilitated the evolution
of third generation systems [24].
The spreading application of mobile devices has led to an exponential growth in the wireless
data requirements, with the global demand for mobile data more than doubling over the last
several years and expected to continue, as shown in Fig. 1.1.Yet the physical resources, the
available spectrum and transmit power, place fundamental limits on the achievable data rates.
Indeed, Shannon proved that to increase the achievable datarate, the bandwidth of a system or
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the SNR must be increased.
In an attempt to increase the spectral efficiency without more bandwidth or a greater SNR,
researchers began to exploit the spatial domain. The idea ofmultiple spatial channels between
two users is first considered in [7] where each channel is envisioned to operate with the same
data rate. As a result, the overall data rate would increase linear y with the number of parallel
connections between the transmitter and receiver. This newid a became known as a MIMO
system and is distinct from the earlier work on space-division multiple access (beam forming)
which is aimed at improving the performance of a system against the effects of multipath fading
[27–29]. An example of a MIMO setup is shown in Fig. 2.3 where th receiver detects multiple













Figure 2.3: The MIMO system setup. The MIMO channel depends on the deployment scenario
and can experience small scale fading. The signal transmitted from each transmit
antenna is detected by all receiving antennas.
To keep pace with the data rate demands, the new research diretion was incorporated for the
first time in Release 7 of the 3GPP evolution and has remained aintegral part [24]. Indeed,
MIMO systems, along with orthogonal frequency division multiplexing (OFDM), are pegged
as the backbone of the forth generation wireless technologies led by the Long-Term Evolution
Advanced (LTE-A) initiative where peak data rates of1 Gbit/s in the downlink and450 Mbits/s
in the uplink are expected. In particular, the employed technology is designed to be competitive
for the next decade [30]. Aside from LTE-A, the IEEE 802.16 wireless access standard, often
referred to as WiMAX, also incorporates the use of MIMO systems [31]. In addition, MIMO
systems are already part of the latest IEEE 802.11n standardfor wireless local area networks




(a) Changes over a distance equivalent to6 wavelengths(b) Changes over time as the receiver is moving at6 km/h
Figure 2.4: Baseband illustration of the changes in the wireless channel e vironment when a
carrier frequency of3GHz is used and a bandwidth of2MHz is available in an
indoor environment.
2.2 Wireless Channel Environment
The understanding of the wireless channel environment is a key factor to the development
and deployment of MIMO systems. To this extent, the time and frequency behaviour of the
wireless channel is addressed in [33–35]. The presence of reflectors in the environment creates
multiple paths and, as a result, the receiver detects superim osed copies of the original signal.
Depending on the scattering environment, therefore, the statistics of the channel change and can
amplify or attenuate the received signal. The wireless channel is principally described through
large scale fading and small scale fading. On the one hand, large scale fading refers to the mean
signal strength at the receiver and is most used in estimating the coverage area of a transmitter.
On the other hand, small scale fading refers to the rapid fluctuations of the channel envelope
which depend on the momentary interactions of the signals coming from various reflections in
the environment. Small scale fading is principally described y slow and fast fading, along with
flat and frequency-selective fading. A brief explanation ofeach follows.
• Slow fadingcharacterises the event when the coherence time of the channel is large rel-
ative to the signal symbol duration. The coherence time is the interval within which
the phase of the signal is, on average, predictable. To this extent, the power and phase
changes in the channel are a result of shadowing or movement since the channel is corre-
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lated from one signal symbol to the next. Slow fading can be illustrated by the relatively
slow channel variations across the frequency range for any symbol duration of less than
0.01 s in Fig. 2.4(b).
• Fast fadingcharacterises the event when the coherence time of the channel is small rel-
ative to the signal symbol duration. The power and phase changes in the channel arise
from random reflections and, as a result, the channel is decorrelated from one signal sym-
bol to the next. Fast fading can be illustrated by the relatively rapid channel variations
across the frequency range for a symbol duration of0.05 s in Fig. 2.4(b). The fast fading
makes the channel distinct from one transmission instance to the next. In particular, it
provides the unique channel signature which facilitates MIMO and SM. Indeed, through-
out this thesis, the channel is assumed to be slow fading for only a single symbol, unless
otherwise stated. Therefore, the channel coefficients usedare said to be the fast fading
coefficients. Common models used to define the statistical behaviour of the amplitude in
fast fading channels include Rayleigh, Rician and Nakagami-m d stributions.
• Flat fading and frequency-selective fadingcharacterises the spectral components of the
transmitted signal. The coherence bandwidth is the approximate bandwidth over which
two frequencies of a signal experience correlated amplitude fa ing. Flat or narrowband
fading assumes that the bandwidth of the transmitted signalis much smaller than the
coherence bandwidth of the channel, therefore all frequency components of the signal
experience the same magnitude and phase. Frequency-selective fading occurs when the
bandwidth of the transmitted signal is larger than the coherence bandwidth of the channel,
therefore different frequency components of the signal experience decorrelated fading. In
particular, Fig. 2.4(a) and Fig. 2.4(b) have different coherence frequencies. As a result
of the larger coherence frequency, the channel presented inFig. 2.4(a) varies much less
across its spectrum than the one presented in Fig. 2.4(b). Tothis extent, a narrowband
channel is assumed throughout this thesis.
With the time and frequency characteristics of the wirelesschannel presented, Fig. 2.4(a) shows
that channel fading is also unique with respect to the physical location of the transmitter and
receiver, just as it is unique across time and frequency in Fig. 2.4(b). In particular, the empirical
statistics of a MIMO channel in different environments are psented in [36]. It is the varying
nature of the channel that gives each detected signal at the receiver a unique signature, a channel
fingerprint, and facilitates both MIMO and SM. The advantages and perceived disadvantages
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of MIMO are now analysed.
2.3 MIMO algorithms and operation
Multiple-antenna systems are fast becoming a key technology f r modern wireless systems.
They offer improved error performance and higher data rates, t the expense of increased com-
plexity and power consumption [37]. To this extent, the application of spatial multiplexing to
a wireless network is first proposed in [8]. The idea behind spatial multiplexing is that a high-
rate source stream is split into several low-rate sub-streams. Each sub-stream is then transmitted
from a separated transmitter. All transmitters are active on the same time-frequency resource
block and each receiver uses multiple antennas to detect themultiple co-channel signals. To
facilitate detection, a rich scattering environment is required. In particular, the receiver exploits
the different channel fingerprints of each co-channel signal to differentiate among them. The
sub-streams are then demodulated and recombined to obtain the original source signal. Indeed,
the work by Foschini provided a basis for approaches that employ multiple transmit antennas
and multiple receive antennas in a system [9].
In addition to spatial multiplexing, multiple transmit ante nas may be used to increase the
transmit-diversity of a system or provide a combination of spatial multiplexing and transmit-
diversity. The notion of using the multiple antennas for transmit-diversity is known as space-
time coding [38–40]. A notable method that successfully achieves both spatial multiplexing
and transmit-diversity for two transmit antennas was presented by Alamouti in [41]. Aside
from the scheme presented by Alamouti, all other systems must trade-off spatial multiplexing
with transmit-diversity [35, 40].
An efficient technique for spatial multiplexing that breaksinformation data streams into sub-
streams is termed Diagonal Bell Laboratories Layered Space-Tim Architecture (D-BLAST)
and is defined in [9]. D-BLAST uses antenna arrays at both the transmitter and receiver along
with a diagonally-layered coding structure where code blocks are dispersed acrossdiagonalsin
space-time. This leads to theoretical rates which grow linearly with the number of transmit and
receive antennas in rich scattering environments. Indeed,D-BLAST is shown to achieve up to
90% of the Shannon capacity [9].
Another approach, termed Vertical Bell Laboratories Layered Space-Time Architecture (V-
BLAST), is proposed in [10]. The vector encoding process is the fundamental difference be-
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tween V-BLAST and D-BLAST, where a vector is defined as the vector-valued transmitter (a
collection of the transmit antenna sub-streams). On the oneha d, in D-BLAST, vector encod-
ing is introduced through the use of inter-sub-stream blockcoding such that the block codes are
organised along diagonals in space-time. On the other hand,in V-BLAST, the vector encoding
is simply a demultiplexing operation of the original data stream, followed by independent bit-
to-symbol mapping of each sub-stream. In particular, no inter-sub-stream coding is required.
The sub-stream coding structure in D-BLAST and V-BLAST is illustrated in Fig. 2.5(a) and
Fig. 2.5(b), respectively, where the sub-streams from the same high-rate source stream are de-































Figure 2.5: Sub-stream coding for D-BLAST and V-BLAST given four transmit antennas where
sub-streams from the same high-rate source stream are denoted with the same
colour. The sub-streams in D-BLAST have been coded along diagonals in space-
time while the sub-streams in V-BLAST are the result of a simple demultiplexing
operation.
Despite enabling higher spectral efficiency, the deployment of D-BLAST is hindered by its
complexity. To this extent, V-BLAST has emerged as the dominant MIMO technique in the pur-
suit for higher data rates [10]. The V-BLAST receiver decodes the sub-streams using nulling,
optimum ordering, and successive interference cancellation (SIC). A brief explanation of each
detection step is presented.
• Nulling - is defined as the process of removing the detectedni−1 sub-streams from a
received vectory. Thenth sub-stream is detected by removing the effects from all other
sub-streams. While there are different methods to detect a sub-stream in the presence
of interference [42], nulling is performed by linearly weighting the received signals to
satisfy a criteria such as minimum mean-squared error (MMSE) or zero-forcing (ZF).
ZF nulling can be performed by choosing weight vectors,wnt, such that
wTnt hn̂t = δ(nt,n̂t), (2.1)
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where(·)T is the transpose of a vector or a matrix,nt n̂t ∈ {1, . . . , Nt},Nt is the num-
ber of transmit antennas,hn̂t is the channel vector from transmit antennan̂t to all receiv-
ing antennas, andδ(nt,n̂t) is the Kronecker delta. In MMSE, the problem of estimating
a random vectorwnt on the basis of the received signaly, is equivalent to choosing a
matrix H = [h1, . . . ,hNt ]T , that minimises the mean square error [42]. All bold sym-
bols throughout the thesis denote vectors. While linear nulling is sufficient, non-linear
techniques exploit the timing synchronisation in the system model of V-BLAST for faster
detection. Timing synchronisation can be exploited if the transmitters are co-located and
transmit antenna synchronisation is implemented. This enabl s both symbol cancellation
and linear nulling to be used in the detection process [10].
If non-linear nulling techniques are used, they result in a gradually increasing diversity
gain for the sub-stream with the weaker signal-to-interfernce-plus-noise-ratio (SINR).
In effect, the weakest sub-stream in terms of the SINR is detect d last with the greatest
diversity [42]. Therefore, to obtain a better performance and minimal error propagation,
the receiver should decode the strongest sub-stream first.
• Optimal Ordering- is achieved by selecting the sub-stream with the strongestSINR. It
is shown that this greedy approach leads to a globally optimal ordering in the maximin
sense. In addition, establishing an optimal ordering reducs error propagation [10]. To
this extent, the optimal ordering is determined by the eigenvalues of the channel matrix.
• SIC- is the process of selecting the strongest sub-stream, in terms of SINR, nulling its ef-
fects from the received vector and repeating the process forthe next strongest sub-stream
[10]. An example of a MIMO system using SIC is considered in Fig. 2.6. To this extent,
four distinct sub-streams are assumed where each one is sentfrom a different transmit
antenna and the summation of all co-channel signals is detected at the receiver. Although
every transmit antenna is transmitting with the same power,th wireless channel envi-
ronment creates a power imbalance between the individual sub-streams. The thickness
of the blocks in Fig. 2.6 illustrate the relative power imbalances. In this regard, the sub-
stream that passes throughh1 has the strongest SINR, while the sub-stream that passes
throughh4 has the weakest SINR. The receiver first determines the sub-stream with the
strongest SINR by looking at the eigenvalues of the channel matrix. By applying SIC,
the receiver then decodes and removes the effects of the sub-stream arriving through 1.
On the next step, it removes the effects of the sub-stream arriving throughh2 from the
aggregate signal and so on. However, error propagation can occur if the optimal ordering
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Figure 2.6: A 4× 4 MIMO system setup. The relative power of each sub-stream at the receiver
is denoted by the thickness of the channel block. Although all transmit antennas
use the same transmit power, the channel environment changes the relative power
of the sub-streams at the receiver.
Since the eigenvalues of the channel matrix define the optimal ordering, the number of antennas
at the receiver must be greater or equal to the number of antennas at the transmitter for V-
BLAST to function. In particular, a V-BLAST system requiresa full rank channel matrix which
is only achieved in rich scattering environments [42]. In addition, the detection algorithm for V-
BLAST requires the computation of the Moore-Penrose pseudo-inverse (MPPI), which implies
that either a sigular value decomposition (SVD) or a QR decomposition of the channel matrix
must be obtained. The MPPI is required to determine the eigenvalues of the channel matrix,
along with the nulling vector used in V-BLAST detection [10]. Indeed, the diagonalised matrix
from the SVD decomposition results in the ranked channel weights needed for the optimal
ordering and nulling.
The bottleneck in the V-BLAST decoding algorithm is, therefo , the need to repeatedly calcu-
late the MPPI of the channel matrix. To address this problem,anNr ×Nt channel matrixH is
assumed, with rankn whereNr is the number of receive antennas, then its MPPI is defined as
H+ = C∗ (CC∗)−1 (B∗B)−1 B∗, (2.2)
where(·)+ is the MPPI,(·)∗ is the complex conjugate of a matrix or a vector,B is anNr × n
matrix andC is ann × Nt matrix. Provided thatH has full row rank(Nr = n), thenB can
be chosen as the identity matrix and the formula reduces toH+ = H∗ (HH∗)−1. Instead, ifH
has full column rank(Nt = n), thenH+ = (H∗H)−1 H∗. In both instances, however,HH∗
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or H∗H must be computed along with the inverse. This can be done by using the Cholesky
decomposition. Given thatH is of full row rank(Nr ≥ Nt), then
HH∗ = RR∗, (2.3)
whereR is an upper triangular matrix. To obtain this factorisation, QR decomposition can be
applied which results in
HH∗ = (QR)(QR)∗ = RQQ∗R∗ = RIR∗ = RR∗, (2.4)
whereQ is a unitary matrix, andI is the identity matrix. The resultingR is the Cholesky factor
of HH∗ [43]. This method is used in most current approaches to the problem, where QR de-
composition of the channel matrix reduces the computational complexity in the implementation
[44]. A key requirement, however, is that the channel matrixH must be either full row rank or
be overdetermined. If this is not the case,i. ., when the number of transmit antennas is greater
than the number of receive antennas, the decoding algorithmloses the(Nt −Nr) sub-streams
with the weakest SINRs and a maximum diversity gains ofNr is achieved.
Aside from requiring thatNr ≥ Nt, the detection algorithm for V-BLAST requires that all
symbols are transmitted simultaneously. Antenna synchronisation is therefore necessary. The
requirement for timing synchronisation is particularly important if any of the non-linear nulling
techniques are used in the detection. As discussed earlier,this synchronisation facilitates sym-
bol cancellation [10]. As an example, the Agilent Technologies equipment used for MIMO
testing must synchronise the input and output trigger signals to ensure proper functioning [45].
If this is not the case, the received sub-streams will not align in time to reconstruct the original
signal. In particular, the lack of timing synchronisation can lead to a serious degradation of the
system performance in terms of the average bit error ratio (ABER) as discussed in [46, 47].
In addition to timing synchronisation, inter–channel interference (ICI) is an integral part of a
spatial multiplexing system. Although interference cancellation algorithms have been devel-
oped to address ICI, they increase the receiver complexity and are prone to error propagation.
In addition, any increase in the receiver complexity consumes ore power and is detrimental
to the battery life of a mobile terminal. Indeed, interferenc cancellation algorithms also effect
the transmit power of a terminal. In particular, different ierference cancellation algorithms
suppress noise differently. The two methods for establishing the weighting factors, MMSE
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and ZF, result in different transmit power requirements. When conventional block decoding
interference cancellation is used at the receiver, the transmitter uses less power if MMSE is em-
ployed. Similarly, SIC using MMSE requires even less transmit power. However, if the need
for interference cancellation is removed altogether, boththe transmitter and receiver use less
power and the overall power consumption of the system is significa tly reduced [48].
V-BLAST, along with other spatial multiplexing systems, isshown to offer a linear increase
of the spectral efficiency with respect tomin{Nr, Nt}. To this extent, a rich scattering en-
vironment is necessary to provide unique channel signatures between each transmit and each
receive antenna since detection is performed using the eigenmodes of the channel. This in-
crease, however, comes at a cost. Inter–antenna synchronisati is required, otherwise timing
synchronisation problems may arise along with inter–antenna i terference (IAI), if it is not well
implemented. In particular, MIMO systems suffer from ICI and require SIC. However, inter-
ference cancellation results in detection algorithms witha high computational complexity that
impact the energy efficiency of a system [48]. Most importantly, multiple radio frequency (RF)
chains must be active simultaneously which further increase the required power and are ex-
pensive to manufacture. Indeed, the most energy consuming part of a wireless base station are
the power amplifiers and the RF chains associated with each trnsmitter [12]. In addition, the
power requirements of a base station are shown to increase linearly with the number of RF
chains added [13]. Thus, while MIMO systems increase the spectral efficiency of a system




As an alternative to standard MIMO systems, the idea of SM is proposed in [14]. The aim is
to retain as many of the advantages of standard MIMO systems,while removing many of the
disadvantages. The basic idea of SM is to map blocks of information bits onto two information
carrying units [15]: i) a signal symbol, chosen from a complex signal constellation diagram,
and ii) a unique transmit antenna, chosen from the set of transmit antennas in an antenna array,
i.e., the spatial constellation. Jointly, the spatial and signal constellation symbols form a single
SM constellation symbol. To this extent, SM offers spatial multiplexing gains by using the
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transmit antenna index as an information carrying unit. In fact, the active antenna selection dis-
tinguishes SM from transmit-antenna selection (TAS) or spatial division multiplexing (SDM),
where the differences in the channel signatures are exploited to facilitate multiple access and
not data modulation [15, 37]. Due to the different spatial positi ns occupied by the transmitting
antennas, the transmitted signal from each antenna experienc s a unique channel. Indeed, the
varying nature of the wireless channel with respect to the spatial location of the transmit or
receive antennas is illustrated in Fig. 2.4(a) and is discussed in [36]. It is this channel finger-
print that is used as a “modulation unit”. In particular, it is the Euclidean distance between the
different channel signatures that directly affects the ABER performance of a SM system.
The SM constellation is exemplified in Fig. 1.2. In general, the spectral efficiency of a system
employing SM is given aslog2(MNt), whereM is the cardinality of the signal constellation.
Unlike MIMO systems, the number of transmit antennas is independent from the number of
receiver antennas and spatial multiplexing gains are achieved ven for a single receive antenna.
In addition, the need for transmit antenna synchronisationis completely removed. By activating
only a single antenna at any transmitting instances, SM avoids the need for interference cancel-
lation algorithms entirely and does not suffer from error propagation. In fact, SM requires only
a single RF chain at the transmitter which reduces the manufacturing costs and consumes less
power. The single RF chain is a key advantage of SM for improving the energy efficiency of
future wireless networks. Indeed, the outage and ergodic capacity for SM over Rayleigh fading
channels are computed and SM is shown to offer capacity gainswith respect to other systems
employing space-time block codes (STBC) when the number of tansmit antennas is greater
than two [49]. The latest advances of the SM concept are now considered.
2.4.2 State-of-the-Art
SM offers an intrinsic flexibility to trade off the number of transmit antennas with the mod-
ulation order in the signal domain to achieve the desired data rate and ABER. Although, the
concept of using the channel signature for data transmission was first discussed in [50], the
proposed method required multiple active transmit antennas. By contrast, the first use of the
channel signature as a “modulation unit” to provide multiplexing gains is reported in [14]. The
use of the spatial domain to attain multiplexing gains, means that a greater number of transmit
antennas and a lower order signal modulation can be used, which result in a better ABER per-
formance at low SNR. This behaviour is characteristic of SM since the detection of the spatial
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constellation point is influenced by the channel environment and the ability of the detector to
distinguish the various transmit antennas [51].
To this extent, the signal symbol is the main source of error at low SNR, while the error prob-
ability of the spatial constellation point depends on the channel environment. In particular, the
ABER performance of SM degrates in the presence of severe channel imperfections such as
spatial correlation and mutual antenna coupling. These imprfections reduce the Euclidean dis-
tance between the different spatial constellation points ad result in an increased ABER [15].
On the one hand, SM is shown to outperform a MIMO system using V-BLAST in terms of the
ABER primarily because it avoids ICI. On the other hand, the main advantage of SM over the
Alamouti scheme stems from the flexibility in the spatial constellation which may be increased
to reduce the signal constellation [15]. These results are obtained despite SM being used with a
sub-optimal maximum ratio combining (MRC) receiver structure in [15]. An optimum detector
is presented in [52] that demonstrates even better system performance in terms of the ABER
with respect to both V-BLAST and SM using iterative MRC. In particular, the optimum detec-
tor is simply a maximum likelihood (ML) receiver with respect to the entire SM symbol,i.e., it
decodes the spatial and signal constellation points jointly.
A generalised framework for analysing the ABER of SM is proposed in [53]. To this extent, an
analytical upper bound for the ABER and the average symbol err r ratio (ASER) of SM for any
channel environment with an arbitrary signal modulation scheme is derived. However, the ML
receiver proposed in [52] and analysed in [53] requires fullchannel state information (CSI).
Although this is not a practical assumption, if slow fading is assumed, CSI can be obtained via
quick channel estimation at the receiver. In some mobile scenarios, however, the channel fading
may vary so rapidly such that practical channel estimation becomes impossible. To this extent,
the optimal detector for SM with partial CSI is developed in [17]. Partial CSI at the receiver
inevitably leads to a sub-optimal receiver design but a morepractical system. However, partial
CSI also results in a substantial performance loss because the receiver cannot use the phase
information for ML detection. The loss of the phase information translates to an unrecoverable
rotation of the signal constellation and a higher ABER. In addition, the effects of channel
estimation errors along with an asymptotically tight upperbound for the ABER of SM over a
Rayleigh fading channel are analysed in [54]. Nonetheless,in all publications thus far, SM is
shown as more robust to the negative effects of the channel estimation errors and is shown to
perform better than V-BLAST for the same spectral efficiency.
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One of the more comprehensive analysis of SM is presented in [55]. The ABER performance
of SM is characterised over generic fading channels for any MIMO setup, arbitrary spatial
correlation and arbitrary signal modulation schemes. The authors report simple formulae for
the optimal choice of a signal modulation scheme in an identical and independently distributed
(i.i.d.) Rayleigh fading environment. The exact role of thebit mapping in the spatial and signal
constellation diagrams is also highlighted. To this extent, the authors show that there is an
optimal allocation of the information bits between the spatial and signal constellation diagrams
depending on the fading environment. Indeed, the fading environment is demonstrated to play a
key role in the ABER performance of SM as it directly effects the diversity gain of the system.
In particular, the ABER performance gains over other SIMO systems are shown to increase
in less sever fading and are shown to decrease for more sever fading, where sever channel
fading is classified by the small separability of the channelsignatures. Therefore, for the same
spectral efficiency, encoding more bits in the spatial domain is recommended in less sever
fading environments, while encoding more bits in the signaldomain is recommended in more
sever fading environments. In addition, the effects of bothtransmit and receive side spatial
correlation are considered. A discussion on the effects of spatial correlation on the ABER
performance of SM follows in Section 3.6.2.
To improve the detection of the spatial constellation symbols, trellis coded spatial modulation
is proposed in [56, 57]. In particular, a1/2-rate trellis modulation is used to encode the bits
defining the transmit antenna. To this extent, the spatial domain symbols are grouped into
sub-sets of equal sizes such that the Hamming distance is maximised among the elements of a
sub-set. The transmit antennas are chosen such that the larger the Hamming distance between
two spatial symbols is, the larger their physical separation is. This minimises the spatial corre-
lation between the transmitting antennas belonging to the same sub-set and results in a better
ABER. As with all coding schemes, however, the reduced errorp bability comes at the cost
of reduced system throughput, since more bits are sent, yet few r information bits are decoded.
Nonetheless, the proposed system shows an improvement overhe o iginal SM system at the
same spectral efficiency. Furthermore, a new trellis code design is proposed in [58]. At the
receiver, a soft decision Viterbi decoder is used, which is fed with the soft information supplied
by the ML SM decoder. The newly presented system achieves better performance in terms of
the ABER when compared to the system proposed in [56, 57] as well as the coded V-BLAST
system at the same spectral efficiency.
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All work presented thus far, considers the application of MLdecoding for the detection of
SM symbols. The ML detector, however, results in a high computational complexity. To this
extent, a novel detection algorithm for SM based on the sphere d coding (SD) tree search idea
is analysed in [59]. In particular, the proposed detector reduc s the detection complexity of SM
by as much as85% with a nearly optimal ABER performance. In addition, the ida of using
SD for SM is further refined in [16] where a number of differentSD algorithms, which offer the
same ABER performance as ML detection, are discussed. The aut ors conclude that the best
SD to use, depends on the deployment scenario. More importantly, the detector complexity
for one of the proposed SD algorithms is shown to be independent of the number of transmit
antennas. This permits any SM system to employ large antennaarrays at the transmitter with
no negative effects for the computational cost at the receivr. These findings are particularly
important for SM since the spectral efficiency of the system increases logarithmically with the
number of transmit antennas.
The ABER performance of SM, when applied in an orthogonal frequency division multiple
access (OFDMA) system, is shown in [51, 60]. The idea is that mul iple RF chains are active
but on different resource blocks. In this manner, ICI is avoided along with the need for antenna
synchronisation. SM is again shown to outperform V-BLAST interms of the ABER in a Rician
fading environment by as much as7 dB, despite spatial correlation and mutual antenna cou-
pling. More recently, a soft decision ML detector for SM is presented in [61]. The performance
of the new detector exhibits a better ABER when compared to the narrowband SM system by
as much as3 dB. These gains are also seen when the new detector is appliedin an OFDMA
system in conjunction with SM.
It is the ability of SM to use the channel signature between the transmitter and receiver as a
“modulation unit” that distinguishes SM from other MIMO schemes. To this extent, a single
pulse sent from any transmit antenna is sufficient to identity the channel between the transmitter
and receiver. The system in which only a pulse signal is sent,is termed space shift keying
(SSK). The SSK concept is first introduced in [62, 63]. Since th n, a number of publications
address various aspects of SSK modulation; from determining the optimal detector with partial
CSI and imperfect channel knowledge [64, 65], to establishing a general framework for the
performance analysis in a correlated Nakagami fading enviro ment [66], to deriving the secrecy
capacity with two transmit antennas [67]. Notably, SSK is shown to offer better performance in
the presence of power imbalances between the transmit antennas. Indeed, an optimised power
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allocation for various transmit antennas is addressed in [68].
Furthermore, time-orthogonal signal design assisted space shift keying (TOSD-SSK) is intro-
duced as a novel SSK scheme in [69]. It uses multiple active ant nnas and offers transmit-
diversity gains by designing the transmitted pulse to have an auto-correlation function such
that ICI is avoided. Due to the transmit signal design, TOSD-SSK is shown to have an intrin-
sic robustness to spatial correlation and is shown to have a better ABER performance relative
to standard SSK. Additional work on TOSD-SSK is presented in[70], where the authors de-
velop a general closed form analytical framework to computethe ABER for an arbitrary system
with varying fading distributions, spatial correlation and pilot training sequences. To this ex-
tent, TOSD-SSK is shown to be more robust to channel estimation errors than the Alamouti
scheme and both transmit and receive side diversity are maintained even with imperfect chan-
nel knowledge. Furthermore, a generalised architecture for space-time shift keying is proposed
and analysed in [71, 72]. In addition, a scheme enabling transmit-diversity for SSK along with
a number of other algorithms aimed at achieving transmit-divers ty gains are discussed in [73].
More recently the idea of SM has also been applied to optical communication systems. In
particular, the ABER of an indoor optical wireless communication using SM is discussed in
[74, 75]. Comprehensive work on applying SM to an optical wireless system is presented in
[76]. The optical MIMO channel impulse response is obtainedvia Monte Carlo simulations
by applying ray tracing techniques. The authors show that the power efficiency of the system
can be improved by increasing the receive side diversity or introducing hard and soft channel
coding techniques. However, if the transmit and receive units are aligned, then the ABER of the
system decreases such that it performs better than on-off keying, pulse position modulation, and
pulse amplitude modulation. In addition, the relevance of SM as applied to an optical wireless
system, is further demonstrated in terms of the ABER and the energy efficiency of the system
in [77]. Lastly, experimental results demonstrate the practic l aspects of applying SM in the
optical wireless communications system [78].
A summary of the current research efforts along with possible avenues for further research are




Over the recent years, the SM concept has attracted growing resea ch interest as its perfor-
mance benefits compared to other MIMO schemes are established. SM imposes no limit on
the number of receive antennas and achieves spatial multiplexing gains even for a single re-
ceive antenna. In addition, SM requires no timing synchronisation for the transmit antennas
and avoids ICI as well as IAI. In particular, the lower detection complexity for SM reduces
the power consumption of the mobile terminal thus enabling alonger battery life [16]. It also
offers better robustness to channel estimation errors and channel correlation when compared to
V-BLAST [17, 18]. Lastly, SM requires only a single RF chain at the transmitter, regardless of
the number of transmit antenna elements. SM is therefore, a more optimal system for exploit-
ing the advantages of multiple transmit antennas while maintaini g a single RF chain for green
communications. These advantages make SM a viable candidate for future wireless networks.
Nonetheless, SM is still a relatively new concept. As such, there are many aspects to be con-
sidered before it is deployed in a real world system. To this extent, encoding binary data in the
spatial domain means that the number of transmit antennas doubles for every extra bit added in
the spatial domain. This might pose practical limits on the achievable data rates by small–scale
mobile terminals. Indeed, the cost and physical space limitations are most prominent for such
small-scale devices. Placing eight transmit antennas on such a device might not be feasible,
while five or six antennas may be possible. In such a scenario,however, SM would only use
four. A method for overcoming the limitation on the number oftransmit antennas is proposed
in Chapter 3. In addition, more recent alternatives to the proposed method are discussed in
Section 3.7.
Thus far, the application of SM has been considered strictlyin a point-to-point communication
system,i.e., a noise limited scenario. Most practical systems, however, ar interference limited.
To this extent, work in Chapter 4 aims to characterise the behaviour of SM in the multi-user,
interference limited scenario and compare it to thecomplexity and cost equivalentmulti-user
MIMO system.
Another area of interest involves using SM in relaying systems. It is well established that
the ABER between the source and the destination in a dual-hoprelaying system depends on
the ABER between the source to relay and the relay to destination links. To this extent, the
focus is on orthogonal amplify and forward (AF) and decode and forward (DF) protocols.
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Outage probabilities, mutual information calculations and transmit diversity bounds for AF
and DF relaying are derived in [80] with the end-to-end ABER performance considered in
[81]. Considering the above relaying protocols, the use of SM is proposed to provide additional
power and capacity gains over the non-cooperative AF and DF systems in Chapter 5.
Numerical simulations and theoretical analysis often provide a reliable measure for the expected
performance of new transmission technologies. However, only practical implementations of
the theoretical concepts can provided definitive proof of the ABER performance of a system
[11, 78]. To this extent, the first practical implementationf the SM concept is presented in
Chapter 6 and the experimental results are discussed.
2.6 Summary
In this chapter, the evolution of wireless communication systems was presented and the initial
radio experiments were discussed. In addition, the implications of the capacity derivation for
all communication systems by Shannon were considered. Furthermore, the development and
current deployment of MIMO systems was reviewed. The properties and impact of the wireless
channel on a MIMO communications system, along with the working principles for MIMO
communications, were presented and elaborated. To this extent, the advantages and perceived
disadvantages of MIMO were reviewed and a solution in terms of the SM concept was pro-
posed. The relative advantages of SM compared to other MIMO systems were discussed and
its limitations were considered. To support the claims made, n overview of the latest research
in SM was presented. Finally, the motivation for the extensio of the SM concept and the need






In this chapter a method for overcoming the limitation on thenumber of transmit antennas in
spatial modulation (SM) is proposed. The aim is to equip the transmitter with an arbitrary
number of antennas. Traditionally, the number of bits sent in the spatial domain has been
limited to an integer number, which constrained the number of transmit antennas to be a power
of two. A solution to this limitation in SM is proposed which increases the granularity of the
data encoding process in the spatial domain. The novel method is called fractional bit encoded
spatial modulation (FBE–SM) and uses fractional bit encoding (FBE).
FBE–SM relies on encoding each point in the spatial domain (the antenna index) with a non–
integer number of bits, while the encoding process in the signal domain is left unchanged. This
results in a more versatile system design, allowing a wider range of spectral efficiencies given
restrictions on space and power consumption [15]. By using FBE–SM, a system can achieve
otherwise unavailable data rates. For example, it may not bepossible to install eight antennas
in a small-scale portable device, while five or six might be feasible. In such a case, however,
SM would use only four antennas [15]. FBE–SM is designed to address exactly this problem.
The concept behind FBE is not new in modern communication systems. For instance, the
application of FBE to a pulse amplitude modulation (PAM) communication system is reported
in [82]. The idea has been used for communication systems with data rate throttling through a
selection of different signal constellations depending onthe signal energy. In addition, block
modulus coding systems and methods for block coding with non-binary modulus also use FBE.
To the best of the authors’ knowledge, however, this principle has never been applied to SM.
Two general methods for fractional bit transmission exist.The first approach is calledconstel-
lation switchingwhich alternates between the transmission ofτ andτ + 1 bits per symbol to
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achieve FBE over time [82]. A notable downside of this approach is the inherent bit shift that
results from incorrectly decoded symbols, making it prone to rror propagation. The second
approach is calledmodulus conversionand is designed to minimise the error propagation effect
that afflicts the performance of the constellation switching method [83]. In this chapter, mod-
ulus conversion is applied to SM and a system that can offer satisfactory performance for an
arbitrary number of antennas at the transmitter is proposed. Throughout this thesis the coding
gain is defined as the difference between the signal-to-noise-ratio (SNR) levels of two systems
that is required to reach the same average bit error ratio (ABER).
In the remainder of this chapter, the modulus conversion is briefly summarised in Section 3.2.
The novel FBE–SM scheme is then introduced in Section 3.3. Furthermore, the analytical per-
formance for the average symbol error ratio (ASER) is presented i Section 3.4. In addition, the
ASER and ABER performance of FBE–SM is analysed via simulations and is compared with
the performance of conventional SM in the uncorrelated scenario in Section 3.5. The perfor-
mance of the system in a spatially correlated environment isthen addressed in Section 3.6. The
latest alternates to FBE–SM and their perceived weaknessesare finally discussed in Section 3.7.
Lastly, a summary of the chapter is presented in Section 3.8.
3.2 Modulus Conversion
Modulus conversion achieves fractional bit rates by converting the incoming bit stream to num-
bers in an arithmetic base, or modulus, that is not a power of tw [83]. In particular, the
modulus converter operates as follows: i) blocks ofS by̟ bits are extracted from the incom-
ing bit stream, whereS is a positive integer and̟ is the desired fractional bit rate; ii) each
block is then converted toS numbers of baseL. The modulus is defined as the smallest integer
number,L, such thatL ≥ 2̟.
In general, one may use modulus conversion to achieve an arbitrary fractional bit rate,i.e., ̟
could be a real number. This is particularly relevant when applying this method to SM, as
will be discussed in Section 3.3. However, since bothL andS are positive integer numbers,
it follows that the modulus converter can only handle rational bit rates. This problem can be
circumvented by approximating any̟, with ˜̟ given as the ratio of two positive and relatively
prime integersp andq. In other words, the problem can be stated as finding the best rational
approximation,˜̟ = p/q, to a real number̟ . A simple way of achieving this, is to exploit the
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following inequality





where⌊·⌋ denotes the floor function andn is an arbitrary and positive integer number.
From (3.1), it follows thatS̟ ∼= S ˜̟ = S (⌊n̟⌋/n), which according to modulus conversion,
must be a positive integer. It is worth mentioning that, in general, S 6= n. In particular,
althoughn andS could be arbitrarily chosen, the following guidelines should be considered for
their optimal setting:
1. The largern is, the smaller the approximation error̟− ˜̟ is, which follows from (3.1).
2. The largerS is, the longer the decoding delay is, which follows from the op rating prin-
ciple of modulus conversion. It allows the receiver to decode the data only after receiving
S, base–L numbers.
3. The largerS is, the greater the vulnerability to error propagation within each block of
bits is (see Section 3.5).
Accordingly, for any given̟ , and provided thatS (⌊n̟⌋/n) is a positive integer,n andS
should be chosen to be as large and as small as possible, respectively.
3.2.1 Example of FBE–SM
Consider a simple example withL = 5 with no signal modulation, equivalent to space shift
keying (SSK) modulation [63], such that̟ = 2.3219. In particular, ˜̟ = 2.25 is obtained if
(S, n) = (4, 4). This approaches̟ and is greater than the spatial multiplexing gain offered
by a system withNt = 4. Indeed, if the block ofS ˜̟ bits is equal to(110001011)2 , then the
modulus converter will return an(S ˜̟ )Nt block equal to(3040)5, where(·)L denotes the base–
L representation. The output of the modulus converter is thenmapped to a spatial constellation
point. First, the antenna with index3 transmits an energy signal, then the antenna with index0
transmits the same signal, etc. The receiver will estimate ech transmit antenna index by using
the detection algorithm in [52]. After decoding theS antenna indexes, ideally with no errors, it
will recover the original data stream as:(3040)5 = (110001011)2 .
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To understand the effect of error propagation, consider that an error has occurred in the detec-
tion of the second antenna index. The decoded block is then giv as(3140)5. In this case, the
decoded bit stream will be(3140)5 = (110100100)2 with 5 out of9 bits in error. Indeed, the er-
ror propagation effect is evident in the last4 digits. This example highlights the important role
played byS to limit the error propagation effect in the decoded bit stream for each incorrectly
decoded base–Nt number. In particular, an error that occurs in the last digits of the base–Nt
sequence results in fewer erroneous bits than an error that occurs in the first digit of the same
sequence. To address this problem, unequal error protection an be employed [84]. Some of
the work done in the field establishes exponential error bounds a d provides some fundamental
limits and optimal strategies for problems of unequal errorpr tection [85]. However, all work
in this field is based on the coding level. To the best of the authors’ knowledge, there is no way
of applying unequal error protection at the physical layer without losing spectral efficiency. To
this extent, numerical results in Section 3.5 quantify the system performance with respect to
the ASER and ABER where the effects of the error propagation are discussed further.
3.3 Application of Modulus Conversion to Spatial Modulation
Modulus conversion is now applied to SM and the FBE–SM methodis introduced. As men-
tioned in Section 3.1, the motivation for the proposed scheme is to avoid fundamental con-
straints on the number of transmit antennas employed by SM systems. In particular, the pro-
posed method applies only to bit encoding in the spatial domain, while the encoding process
in the signal domain is left unchanged. In fact, FBE–SM reducs to conventional SM if the
number of transmit antennas is a power of two.
3.3.1 Step–by–Step Description of FBE–SM
The working principle of FBE–SM can be summarised in the following subsequent steps:
1. Determine the available number of transmit antennas,Nt, according to the system con-
straints, such as the data rate, cost, available space, etc.
2. Set the modulusL in Section 3.2 equal toNt, i.e., L = Nt.
3. Compute the maximum spatial multiplexing gain of the system as̟ = log2 (Nt).
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4. Choose the pair(S, n) such thatS (⌊n̟⌋ /n) is a positive integer number and follows
the design guidelines described in Section 3.2. In particular:
• Optimise ˜̟ = (⌊n̟⌋ /n) to be as close as possible to̟. This allows the sys-
tem to approach the maximum spatial multiplexing gain offered by theNt transmit
antennas. In general, this is achieved for larger values ofn.
• OptimiseS to be as small as possible. This reduces the decoding delay and, more
importantly, minimises error propagation in the decoded bit stream.
5. Map each of theS base–Nt encoded numbers in the transmission block to a transmit
antenna index, in the range[0, Nt − 1].
The receiver will perform the reverse operation to recover th encoded data:
1. For each signalling interval, the maximum likelihood (ML) algorithm in [52] is applied
to detect the spatial and signal constellation points jointly.
2. The spatial constellation points (the base–Nt encoded numbers) are grouped into blocks
of S points each.
3. Each block is converted to the equivalent base–2 bit stream ofS (⌊n̟⌋ /n) bits.
These are merely guidelines to achieve a balance between thebest approximation of̟ and
minimising the error propagation effects. In particular, the best rational approximation for
any real number is obtained using continuous fractions given th restriction on the available
block size [86]. The simple continued fraction for a real number generates its best rational
approximations. In addition, the monotonic increase in thedenominators of continued fractions
as terms are added, permits an algorithm to impose a limit on either the size of denominator or
the tightness of the approximation. Therefore, the proposed algorithm can impose a limit on
either the closeness of approximating̟, or the number of the blocks,S.
3.4 Analytical Modelling
The jointly optimal ML detector used for the symbol detection in SM and FBE–SM is pre-
sented in [52]. In particular, the analytical bound for the ASER of SM in an arbitrary channel
environment using an arbitrary signal constellation, is presented in [53]. This bound is derived
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using the union bound approach. To this extent, a brief overview of the need and application of
the union bound is followed by the analytical treatment of the ASER.
3.4.1 Union Bound Approach
The main result and derivation of the exact ABER for an arbitrary modulation system can be
found in [87]. In particular, it means that the ABER for a generic modulation scheme withM
















whered (ωm, ωm̂) is the Hamming distance between the bit assignments of the two constella-
tion pointsωm andωm̂. Pωm̂|ωm = Pr {ω ∈ Rm̂|ωm} is the probability that the received signal
ω lies in the decision region,Rm̂, of the symbolωm̂, whenωm was transmitted. Provided that
Pωm̂|ωm can be computed as a closed form solution, the ABER of the system will also be a
closed form solution.
Strictly speaking, this approach can describe the true error performance of any system employ-
ing any detection technique. To this extent, to obtain the tru error for an arbitrary received
point ω, a contour around each constellation point which exactly defines the decision region,
Rm̂, must be considered. To obtainRm̂, the conditional probability density of the distribution
around the constellation pointωm̂ must be integrated along its decision boundaries. Since the
received pointω belongs to the set of complex numbers, the probability distribution around any
constellation pointωm is continuous. Therefore, the conditional probability density function









whereσ2m is the variance of the Gaussian distribution centred at the point ωm, andℜ{·} and
ℑ{·} are the real and imaginary parts of the variable, respectively. In general,Rm̂ is defined
on the complex plane and may not have a closed form solution. As a consequence, the bit and
symbol error probabilities cannot be obtained as closed form expressions for an arbitrary modu-
lation system,i.e., union bound based approaches are the most analytically tractable alternative
[88, Ch.5].
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The most common approach is to assume that any particular decision boundary of the decision
region,Rm̂, is defined by the pairwise error probability (PEP),
Pm̂|m ≤ Pr (ωm 6= ωm̂) , (3.4)
wherePr (ωm 6= ωm̂) is the PEP of the emitted signalωm being detected asωm̂. In particular,
the union of the PEPs results in an asymptotically tight approximation in the high SNR region
because the mass of the Gaussian distribution aroundωm is focused around the mean of the
distribution at high SNRs. This approach has previously been used to describe the behaviour of
SM in the literature for the single user scenario [52, 53, 89].
3.4.2 Analytical Symbol Error Ratio
A ML detector is considered. It computes the Euclidean distance between the received signal,
y, and the set of all possible received signals, selecting theclosest one [52],







x ∈ X , nt ∈ {1, . . . , Nt},
where the pair(xest, nt) is formed from the estimated symbolxest, emitted from antennant
andx is the current symbol being evaluated from the set of possible ignal constellation points
X with cardinalityM .
The ASER of SM, using the optimal detector, can now be obtained using the union bound










EH [PEP (x, nt, x̂, n̂t)]
MNt
. (3.6)
such thatPEP (x, nt, x̂, n̂t) = Pr{hntx 6= hn̂t x̂} is the PEP where the symbolx, emitted
from antennant, is detected as symbolx̂, emitted from antennânt andEH[·] is the expectation
of the system with respect to the channel,H. The PEP is obtained in [53] as
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dt defines theQ-function. In particu-
lar, (3.6) is valid for any SM or FBE–SM constellation in any fading environment where the
expectation across the fast fading channel coefficients maybe performed either analytically or
numerically. However, the ABER of FBE–SM is more difficult toobtain because of the error
propagation effects resulting from the FBE process. As such, the analytical ABER of FBE–SM
has not been treated in this thesis. Nonetheless, (3.6) is used to validate the simulation results
for the ASER in Section 3.5 and Section 3.6.1.
3.5 Numerical Analysis in an Uncorrelated Scenario
In the simulations, each transmit antenna broadcasts a4-quadrature amplitude modulation
(QAM) signal. In addition, the channel is assumed to be Rayleigh fading with identical and
independently distributed (i.i.d.) wireless links. It is slow fading for the duration of a transmis-
sion block,i.e., the coherence time of the channel is longer than the duration of the transmis-
sion block. Furthermore, the receiver is equipped with4 antennas and additive white Gaussian
noise (AWGN) is assumed at each receive antenna. Lastly, a MLdetector is used to jointly de-
code the spatial and signal constellation points [52]. In particular, the performance of the system
is quantified based on the ASER and the ABER. To this extent, working with bit streams is es-
sential to highlight the effect of error propagation introduced by the FBE process. In addition,
the spectral efficiency is compared by considering only the number of transmit antennas since
the modulation scheme in the signal domain remains the same.
Fig. 3.1 shows the ABER of FBE–SM for various combinations of(S, n) whereNt = 5. It
aims to substantiate the claims in Section 3.2 and Section 3.3. Indeed, the ABER gets progres-
sively worse for increasing values ofS due to the error propagation effect previously discussed.
In particular, the ABER of the system with(S, n) = (4, 4) worsens by approximately1.5 dB
at an ABER of10−3 when compared to the ABER of the system with(S, n) = (16, 16). How-
ever, this performance drop is compensated by a small increase in the spectral efficiency, from
2.25 bits/s/Hz to2.3125 bits/s/Hz; an increase of less than3%. To this extent, Fig. 3.1 demon-
strates the effects of error propagation. It shows thatS = 4 and ˜̟ = 2.25 is a better choice
thanS = 16 and ˜̟ = 2.3125; a combination resulting from jointly optimising the stepsin
Section 3.3.1.
Furthermore, Fig. 3.5 shows the ASER and ABER of FBE–SM for various numbers of transmit
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 n = 2     S = 1
 n = 4     S = 4
 n = 6     S = 6
 n = 8     S = 4
 n = 10   S = 10 
 n = 12   S = 4
 n = 14   S = 7
 n = 16   S = 16
Figure 3.1: ABER of FBE–SM. Parametric study for different values of(S, n). Setup:Nt = 5
and̟ = 2.3219 bits/s/Hz.
antennas, respectively. IfNt = {2, 4, 8}, then the system reduces to conventional SM. For the
sake of clarity, only two of the analytical upper bounds are presented. In particular, the upper
bounds for the systems withNt = 2 andNt = 8 are shown in Fig. 3.2(a) where the ASER is
shown to worsen monotonically for increasing values ofNt. This is expected as it translates
to an increase in the spatial spectral efficiency from1 bit/s/Hz forNt = 2, to 3 bits/s/Hz for
Nt = 8. When looking at Fig. 3.2(b), however, the ABER does not worsen monotonically for
increasingNt. For example, the system setups withNt = {5, 6, 7} offer a worse ABER and a
lower spectral efficiency than the setup withNt = 8. This is due to the error propagation effect
of the FBE process. However, the performance difference between the setups withNt = {5, 6}
and the setup withNt = 8 reduces for high SNRs. In fact, the1.7 dB difference seen at an
ABER of 10−1 betweenNt = 6 andNt = 8, reduces to only0.9 dB at an ABER of10−4,
as shown on Fig. 3.2(b). Even though SM withNt = 8 offers a better data rate, this solution
may not be practical due to cost and space constraints. In such scenarios, the proposed FBE–
SM scheme withNt = {5, 6} may be an effective solution for trading–off spectral efficiency
for performance. In this context, the results for a large number of transmit antennas are over–
optimistic since no channel correlation is assumed. In particular, if more antennas are placed
in a limited space, mutual antenna coupling and spatial correlation increase, which hinder the
performance of the system.
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Figure 3.2: ASER and ABER of FBE–SM when there is no spatial correlation.The analytical
upper bound is denoted asAna. Parametric study for different values of transmit
antennas,Nt. Setup: i)S = 4, and ii)n = 4.
3.6 FBE–SM in a Correlated Scenario
From the analysis in Section 3.5, the deployment of FBE–SM ina practical scenario is shown
to be directly related to the space and cost limitations of the portable device. Indeed, classical
SM performs better than FBE–SM when there is no correlation between the transmit or receive
antennas. Therefore, to determine the practicality of FBE–SM, the performance of the system
under a correlated scenario must be assessed.
The channel correlation experienced by a communication system is a function of both the en-
vironment and the antenna element spacing. Given that the transmitter and receiver are far
apart relative to the scattering environment between them,then the correlation they experience
is independent of each other,i.e., Rayleigh fading is assumed, as in Section 3.5. To this ex-
tent, the well established Kronecker model with an exponential correlation profile for both the
transmitter and receiver correlation matrices is used [90–92].








where(·)H is the Hermitian of a vector or a matrix,hnt andhn̂t are channel vectors from
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transmit antennasnt andn̂t to all receive antennas, respectively. These correlation coeffi ients
are the elements of the transmit correlation matrix. However, since the exponential decay model
is used, then the cross correlation coefficients,i.e., the elements of the correlation matrixRtx,
may be obtained element-vise as
R(nt,n̂t)tx = exp ((nt − n̂t)υ) , (3.9)
whereυ is the correlation decay coefficient andexp(·) is the exponential function. Similarly,
by compiling the correlation coefficients from every receive antenna to all transmit antennas or
by applying the exponential decay model, the correlation matrix t the receiver,Rrx, can also






wheretr(·) denotes the trace of a matrix andHcorr is the correlated channel matrix [57].
The correlation matrices,Rtx andRrx, can also be computed based on the power azimuth
spectrum distribution and array geometry [91]. Indeed, theFast-R model, as it is termed in
[91], is used in many cluster channel model such as the IEEE 802.11n Technical Group [93]
and the 3GPP Technical Specification Group [94] under the conditi that angular spread is
less than15o. In this work, the angular spread is set to0o and the channel coefficients follow a
Rayleigh distribution.
3.6.1 Numerical Analysis
In this section, the behaviour of FBE–SM in a correlated scenario is analysed via simulations
and a carrier frequency of3 GHz is assumed for use with the correlation model. In particu-
lar, the relation between the correlation decay coefficientand the relative distance between the
transmit antennas is given asυ = J0 (λ), whereJ0(·) is a Bessel function of the first kind of
order zero andλ is the antenna spacing in terms of the carrier wavelength in radians [95]. In
addition, a linear array of antenna elements is assumed at the transmitter,i.e., all transmit anten-
nas must fit within the available space. With this assumption, he decay correlation coefficients
for an available space of10 cm,9 cm and8 cm are given in Table 3.1,i.e., there is at most one
wavelength separation between the furthest transmit antennas. Furthermore, if the antenna sep-
aration is greater than one half of the carrier wavelength, then he correlation coefficient can be
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Figure 3.3: ASER and ABER of FBE–SM under spatial correlation when the transmitter has at
most10 cm of available space. The analytical upper bound is denoted asAna and
the decay coefficients are given in the first column of Table 3.1. Parametric study
for different values of transmit antennas,Nt. Setup: i)S = 4, and ii)n = 4.
considered to be zero [96]. In addition, since FBE–SM is onlyapplicable at the transmitter side,
no spatial correlation is assumed at the receiver. In particular, the impact of the receiver side
correlation is discussed in Section 3.6.2. As in Section 3.5, four receive antennas are assumed.
Available Space: 10 cm 9 cm 8 cm
Nt = 2 0 0 0
Nt = 3 0 0.05 0.09
Nt = 4 0.17 0.29 0.41
Nt = 5 0.47 0.56 0.64
Nt = 6 0.64 0.70 0.76
Nt = 7 0.74 0.79 0.83
Nt = 8 0.81 0.84 0.88
Table 3.1: Correlation decay coefficients,υ.
A gradual worsening of the ASER in the systems which experience spatial correlation,i.e.,
whenNt ≥ 4, is visible in Fig. 3.2(a), 3.3(a) and 3.4(a). This is expected since correlation
makes the channels less distinct by reducing the Euclidean distance between the spatial con-
stellation points and results in a larger ASER. Indeed, as antennas are placed in a more limited
space at the transmitter, the performance of the system worsens. In particular, the ASER in-
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Figure 3.4: ASER and ABER of FBE–SM under spatial correlation when the transmitter has
at most9 cm of of space available. The analytical upper bound is denotedasAna
and the decay coefficients are given in the second column of Table 3.1. Parametric
study for different values of transmit antennasNt. Setup: i)S = 4, and ii)n = 4.
creases from around14.5 dB forNt = 8 in Fig. 3.2(a), to around16 dB in Fig. 3.3(a), to around
17.5 dB in Fig. 3.4(a), where the available space is reduced in1 cm steps from one figure to the
next. In addition, the upper bound for the ASER presented in (3.6), is shown in Fig. 3.3(a) and
Fig. 3.4(a) forNt = {4, 6, 8}, where the expectation across the wireless channel is performed
numerically. The upper bound in (3.6) serves to validate thesimulation results.
Looking at the ABER in Fig. 3.2(b) through Fig. 3.5, however,FBE–SM starts performing
better than classical SM in a constrained environment. In particular, Fig. 3.3(b) shows that
FBE–SM withNt = {5, 6} performs marginally better than SM withNt = 8 at an ABER of
10−4. The system withNt = 7, however, still exhibits a much worse ABER. If the available
space is reduced by1 cm, however, then FBE–SM withNt = {5, 6} performs as much as3 dB
better relative to SM withNt = 8, as shown in Fig. 3.4(b). Furthermore, Fig. 3.5 shows how
reducing the available space by another1 cm worsens the ABER of all systems and further
increases the coding difference between FBE–SM withNt = {5, 6} and SM withNt = 8.
It is the wavelength separation between the neighbouring antenna elements that determines
the channel correlation in the system. Future wireless networks, however, are well below the
3 GHz carrier frequency assumed here [24]. Therefore, correlation must be considered in the
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Figure 3.5: ABER of FBE–SM under spatial correlation when the transmitter has at most8 cm
of space available. The decay coefficients are given in the third column of Ta-
ble 3.1. Parametric study for different values of transmit an ennas,Nt. Setup: i)
S = 4, and ii)n = 4.
deployment of any future multiple–input multiple–output (MIMO) system. Indeed, the larger
wavelengths at lower frequencies, make FBE–SM a viable candid te for any real world appli-
cation of SM, even though classical SM performs better in theuncorrelated scenario.
3.6.2 Spatial Modulation with Spatial Correlation
A number of publications exist that aim to classify the performance of SM in a spatially cor-
related scenario [57], [69]. Most recently, however, a morein-depth performance analysis is
presented in [55]. The authors analyse the effects of transmit and receive side correlation in a
Nakagami fading environment. In particular, the impact of correlation on the ABER is shown to
increase withNt when the spatial correlation coefficient is kept constant,i.e., the more transmit
antennas there are, the more difficult it becomes to distinguish them. Furthermore, the authors
demonstrate that the better the fading environment in termsof the channel separability, the
stronger the impact of transmit side correlation. Similarly, the poorer the fading environment,
the weaker the impact. Correlation at the receiver, however, is shown to have the same impact
regardless of the fading environment. In addition, increasing the number of transmit antennas is
suggested as a means of combating the effects of the receive side correlation. On the one hand,
in the case of high transmit side correlation, the error associated with the spatial constellation
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point detection is shown to govern the ABER. On the other hand, in the case of high receive
side correlation, the error associated with the signal constellation point detection is shown to
govern the ABER. It is therefore a trade–off between the sizeof the signal, and the size of the
spatial constellation diagrams, that results in the best performance for SM and FBE–SM alike.
3.7 Alternatives to FBE–SM
Since the publication of the FBE–SM concept, a number of papers have emerged that attempt
to address the limitation placed on the number of transmit antennas for SM and increase its
spectral efficiency.
In one example, the authors first introduce their understanding of the SM principle and term
it information guided channel hopping (IGCH) [97]. Since FBE–SM suffers from error prop-
agation, the authors introduce a new approach to the problemand term it bit-padded IGCH.
Based on the bit padding technique, this approach supposedly offers better performance than
FBE–SM, while having lower computational complexity. To achieve this, a symbol mapping
sequence is proposed when the number of transmit antennas isot a power of two. The inter-
ested reader is encouraged to look at [97] for a detailed description of the algorithm. In brief,
the approach is to create a unique bit-to-symbol mapping where some transmit antennas convey
an extra bit compared to others. To this extent, bit-paddingthe antennas that carry fewer bits is
suggested to provide a consistent bit length per symbol at the receiver. An example of a possi-
ble bit-to-symbol allocation is given in Table I from [97] and is given here for convenience as
Table 3.2. The idea is that every symbol decoded individually wi l always result in the same
number of bits, hence stopping error propagation.
nt Nt = 3 Nt = 4 Nt = 5 Nt = 6 Nt = 7 Nt = 8
1 00 00 000 000 000 000
2 10 01 010 010 010 001
3 11 10 100 100 011 010
4 11 110 101 100 011
5 111 110 101 100
6 111 110 101
7 111 110
8 111
Table 3.2: Mapping in Bit-Padded–IGCH systems. Numbers in bold denotethe padded zeros.
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Furthermore, the authors in [97] provide capacity calculations for their proposed scheme along
with a numerical comparison between bit-padded IGCH and FBE–SM in terms of the ABER.
Unfortunately, the proposed scheme is limited by a key conceptual aspect which can be illus-
trated by an example.
A bit stream, given as0001 11010 1011, and a system that has5 available transmit antennas and
uses4-QAM for the signal symbol modulation is assumed. Accordingto the bit-padded IGCH
principles, the bit stream will be broken up into three blocks, each to be transmitted at a single
time interval. Given the bit-to-symbol mapping for the transmit antennas from Table 3.2, at
time instancet1, antenna1 would transmit symbolx1, at t2, antenna4 would transmit symbol
x2 and att3, antenna3 would transmit symbolx3, wherexi,i∈{0,1,2,3} is a symbol chosen from
the4-QAM constellation. For antenna1 and antenna3 an additional ‘0’ would be added at the
end of the sequence (reading it left to right) as per Table 3.2. A ML detector is then applied at
the receiver.
An error event, such that antenna4 and symbolx1 are detected at timet1, is assumed and all
remaining SM constellation points are assumed to be correct. In this event,11001 11010 1011
is obtained when the newly detected sequence is decoded, as per Table 3.2. There are now
more information bits decoded than were originally sent. Indeed, it is the principles behind
bit-padding IGCH that create an off-by-one decoding error,i.e., a single error in the entire bit
stream will result in all other bits being wrongly detected.When dealing with uncoded physical
layer bit streams at the receiver, it is inherently impossible to know which symbol is correct,
which is wrong and how to properly decode the performed bit-padding. This simple example
clearly shows that bit-padded IGCH suffers from the same problems as otherconstellation
switchingalgorithms and performs worse in terms of ABER than FBE–SM, despite the claims
in [97].
A second approach, aimed at easing the constraint on the number of transmit antennas, is called
generalised spatial modulation (GSM). The concept is originally introduced in [98]. In partic-
ular, the idea is to activate multiple antennas simultaneously to broadcast the same signal con-
stellation symbol. In general, SM requires that the channelsignatures for each spatial symbol
(transmit antenna) are discernible. However, unique channel signatures can also be obtained by
activating different combinations of the available transmit antennas. By taking this approach, a
SM system is free to have any number of transmit antennas greater th n or equal to two. Indeed,
a power of two number of distinct channels between the transmitter and the receiver is the only
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requirement, regardless of how each channel is obtained. Tothis extent, GSM is shown to result
in a similar system performance with respect to the ABER whencompared with classical SM
systems [98].
Recently, work has also gone into combining SM with more tradi ional space-time block codes
(STBC) [99]. The resulting system, termed STBC–SM, benefitsfrom transmit side diversity
and an increased set of distinct channels. The interested reader is encouraged to look at [99]
for a detailed description of the algorithm used to maximisethe coding gain difference between
various codebooks. In brief, the authors propose the use of standard STBC with a specific se-
lection of transmit antennas. They define that a non-interfering codeword group is one where
the active transmit antennas of a single codeword (which maylast two or more time intervals)
are strictly inactive for any other codeword in the same codeword group. To this extent, an algo-
rithm to obtain an optimised STBC–SM transmission scheme isprovided in [99, Section II.A].
Step4 of the algorithm establishes two key aspects that must be considered when designing the
STBC–SM scheme:
• “every codebook must contain non-interfering codewords chosen from pairwise combi-
nations of the available transmit antennas,”
• “each codebook must be composed of codewords with antenna combinations that were
never used in the construction of a previous codebook.”
In effect, the signal symbols being transmitted from the active antennas over the duration of
a single codeword should not be used for any other codeword inthe same codeword group.
Similarly, the active antenna group used for a single codeword group should not be used in
another codeword group,i.e., the used signal symbols distinguish the various codewordswhile
the used active antennas distinguish the various codeword gr ups.
To maintain separability between the transmitted codebooks, the authors propose the use of
a rotational angle. The rotational angle must be optimised for a given modulation format to
ensure maximum diversity and coding gain. If the rotationalangle is not considered, how-
ever, overlapping active transmit antennas used in different codeword groups would reduce the
transmit diversity order to one. In particular, an analytical method for determining the optimal
rotational angle needed to maximise the transmit side diversity when using binary phase shift
keying (BPSK) and4-QAM is presented. However, the optimal rotational angles must be de-
termined by an exhaustive numerical search for a signal constellation of16-QAM or 64-QAM.
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Indeed, it is the rotational angles that help the diversity of the system when multiple transmit
antennas must be active.
On the one hand, increasing the number of transmit antennas results in an increasing number
of antenna combinations and an increasing spectral efficiency at the expense of optimising a
greater number of angles. On the other hand, lowering the spectral efficiency for a greater
number of transmit antennas, means fewer rotational anglesmust be optimised thus aiding
detection. In addition, a demodulator combining a ML algorithm along with the linear STBC
decoder is shown to be optimal at the receiver. Similarly to FBE–SM, STBC–SM is also shown
to result in fractional data rates over time.
More recently the authors of [100] have also considered GSM.The interested reader is encour-
aged to refer to [100] for further details. In brief, unlike GSM where all active antennas transmit
the same symbol, the authors propose activating several transmit antennas, each carrying dif-
ferent signal symbols during each time slot, similar to STBC–SM. This improves the spatial
multiplexing of the system and removes the constraint on thenumber of transmit antennas. To
this extent, the effects of codeword groups sharing the sameactive antennas are shown in [100,
Section III]. In short, overlapping antenna indices between different groups lead to an increase
of the linear dependence probability of the channel space (the channel matrix) and result in
an increase of the ABER. Effectively, similar to [99], the authors aim to optimise the three
dimensional SM constellation space. Whereas in classical SM the third dimension is strictly
the channel signature of a single active antenna, both multiple active (MA)–SM and STBC–SM
seek to create the most unique channel signatures by activating multiple transmit antennas and
changing the rotation of the signal symbol constellations.
In addition, the MA–SM scheme is proposed in conjunction with a near-optimal decoder with
linear complexity. In essence, it seeks to emulate successive interference cancellation (SIC) by
projecting each received stream to a space orthogonal from the common channel plain. After
finding a suitable projection, the decoder applies it to the rec ived vector and performs matched
filtering in the new space. Since both the projection and matched filtering are linear operations,
the decoder can be viewed as a linear filter that maximises theoutput SNR, provided that the
filter eliminates the interference coming from all other data streams. Effectively, this detection
method means that the antenna index and signal detection aredecoupled while still resulting in a
nearly optimal performance. Furthermore, the complexity of the proposed decoder is unrelated
to the size of the signal constellation which means that as higher constellation sizes are used,
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the computational complexity benefits of MA–SM over STBC–SMand GSM grow.
However, in both STBC–SM and MA–SM, the number of active anten as cannot be more than
the number of receiver antennas to ensure successful detection [101]. This is not the case with
GSM since there is no need for separability of the spatial streams. Nonetheless, in all scenarios
and transmission schemes, a trade-off must be considered between the capacity and ABER
performance of the system.
Despite the multiplexing and diversity gains offered by multiple active antennas, however, the
problems that plague MIMO systems such as timing synchronisation, inter–antenna interference
(IAI), inter–channel interference (ICI) and multiple radio frequency (RF) chains are all associ-
ated with each technique using multiple active antennas. Inaddition to the power consumption,
multiple RF chains also imply higher manufacturing costs. Indeed, FBE–SM could be im-
plemented by using an electronically steerable parasitic array receptor (ESPAR). ESPAR may
be used to generate unique channel signatures between the transmitter and receiver, thereby
mimicking the effect of multiple transmit antennas. Parasitic antenna technology uses a sin-
gle RF chain to transmit and receive data and the parasitic elements require mutual coupling
to the active antenna, which makes this technology well suited for deployment on small scale
devices, [102] and references therein. FBE–SM is thereforethe most optimal system for using
a non-power of two number of transmit antennas while maintaining a single RF chain for green
communications.
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3.8 Summary
In this chapter, a novel and more versatile SM scheme called FBE–SM was introduced. The
method relied on the application of modulus conversion to achieve fractional bit rates over
time. It allowed any SM system to use an arbitrary number of antennas at the transmitter. To
this extent, guidelines were presented for the optimal selection of the FBE–SM parameters.
On the one hand, numerical results showed that classic SM performed better in terms of the
ABER in uncorrelated scenarios since it avoided the error prpagation problem that plagues
FBE–SM. Indeed, classical SM was shown to have a better ABER and a higher spectral effi-
ciency relative to FBE–SM in an uncorrelated Rayleigh fading e vironment. On the other hand,
when spatial correlation was introduced, FBE–SM showed performance gains of as much as
3 dB relative to classic SM systems. To this extent, the standard Kronecker model was used
to emulate the spatial correlation in a system with exponential fading of the correlation decay
coefficient.
In addition, various alternative techniques to FBE–SM werediscussed, including GSM, STBC–
SM, and MA–SM. Each activated more than one transmit antennato obtain a unique channel
signature. Both STBC–SM and MA–SM were shown to improve the div rsity of SM but re-
quired at least as many receive as there were activate transmit antennas. GSM did not have this
limitation but neither did it offer an increase in the transmit diversity of the system. The activa-
tion of multiple transmit antennas, however, required the use of multiple RF chains. Taking this
into consideration, FBE–SM was shown as a viable candidate for the design of compact mobile
devices using SM with a single transmit RF chain. It offered an additional degree of freedom
for trading–off performance, spectral efficiency, power efficiency and cost.
By employing FBE–SM, one of the fundamental challenges to the practical deployment of SM
was removed while retaining the essential advantages over oth MIMO systems such as no
ICI, no IAI and a single RF chain. To effectively deploy any system in the real world, however,
its performance in both the noise and interference limited scenarios must be analysed. The






The aim of this chapter is to characterise the behaviour of spatial modulation (SM) in an in-
terference limited scenario. To this extent, a maximum likelihood (ML) detector for SM is
proposed and its performance in terms of the average bit error rati (ABER) is analysed. In
addition, if only the spatial constellation of SM is used to transmit information, SM reduces to
space shift keying (SSK) [63]. Therefore, all presented work can be extended to SSK without
loss of generality.
Most contributions thus far have addressed aspects of SM in point-to-point communication
systems,i.e., the single-user noise limited scenario. These include theapplication of SM in
traditional, multiple access systems such as frequency division multiple access (FDMA), time
division multiple access (TDMA) or orthogonal frequency division multiple access (OFDMA)
where multi-user interference is managed by ensuring orthogonal transmissions by all users
in the system. Notable exceptions are given in [103] and [104], where the authors focus their
analysis on the performance of SSK in an interference limited scenario. However, the signal
symbol sent in SM distinguishes SM from SSK. To this extent, the influence of the signal
symbol must be considered to characterise the performance of th SM system in the interference
limited scenario.
In addition, the ABER of SM should be compared to thecomplexity and cost equivalentmulti-
user multiple–input multiple–output (MIMO) system to assess the suitability of SM for prac-
tical deployment. Since only one antenna is active at any transmission instance, SM requires
only a single radio frequency (RF) chain at the transmitter.To this extent, a single RF chain
at the transmitter means that multi-user SM is not comparable in terms of energy efficiency or
cost to the more complicated spatial-multiplexing multi-user systems analysed in [105–108].
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The aggregate power usage in a system employing SM is significa tly lower than a system em-
ploying classical MIMO due to the fewer RF chains. In addition t higher power consumption,
multiple RF chains imply higher manufacturing costs and inter-antenna synchronisation prob-
lems. To this extent, SM is a more optimal system for taking advantage of multiple transmit
antennas while still maintaining a single RF chain. Furthermore, the lower detection complex-
ity for SM reduces mobile station power usage, enabling a longer battery life for the mobile
terminal [16].
In this chapter, the performance of a single-user detector as applied in an interference limited
scenario is first characterised,i.e., a ML interference-unaware optimal receiver is analysed. A
ML detector which can successfully decode incoming data in the multi-user scenario and is not
interference limited is then proposed,i.e., an interference-aware detector which can success-
fully decode data from several users/nodes. To this extent,an analytical framework to support
simulation results is developed for each detector which is applicable to any channel environ-
ment. In addition, closed form solutions are provided to compute the upper bound for the
ABER over identical and independently distributed (i.i.d.) Rayleigh fading channels.
The remainder of this chapter is organised as follows. The system model is introduced in
Section 4.2. The performance of SM in the interference limited scenario is characterised and
the analytical modelling for the multi-user detectors is proposed in Section 4.3. Numerical
results, which substantiate the accuracy of the developed analytical framework, are presented
in Section 4.4. Lastly, the chapter is summarised in Section4.5 .
4.2 System Model
Multiple nodes/users, as shown in Fig. 4.1, are assumed in this chapter. A total ofNu transmit
nodes, denoted as{1, . . . , ξ, . . . ,Nu}, broadcast simultaneously on the same time-frequency
slot to a single receiver. Each node broadcasts a signal constellation symbol,x(u), from one of
its available antennas.
























Figure 4.1: Multi-user SM system setup. Nodes1, . . . , ξ, . . . ,Nu send information simultane-
ously to the receiver on the same time-frequency resource block. Each solid line
represents the active transmit antenna from each node to every receiving antenna.
Each dashed line represents the inactive channel from everytransmit antenna at a
particular node to a receiving antenna.
where:
• Em is the average transmit energy per symbol,
• n(u)t is the index of the active transmit antenna from a total ofN
(u)
t available on nodeu,
• r is the index of the receive antenna from a total ofNr available on the receiving node,
• α2(u) is the power of the channel attenuation coefficients betweenall receive antennas and





is the fast fading channel coefficient between the active transmit antennant on
nodeu and the receiving antennar,
• x(u) is the signal constellation symbol transmitted from the setof all possible signal
constellation points,X (u), for nodeu, and
• ηr, is additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN), defined as a complex normal random
variable with zero mean and varianceNo, i.e., ηr ∼ CN (0, No).





= 1. To avoid repetitive definitions, symbols denoted with·̂ are simply an element
of the same set as the symbol without·̂, i.e., x̂ comes from the same set asx. If the signal
constellation is replaced by a single tone andNt is chosen such thatlog2(Nt) equals the spectral
efficiency, then all presented work can be directly applied to any system employing SSK by
replacingx(u) = 1.
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4.3 Analytical Modelling and Receiver Design
In this section, the ML detectors used in the interference limited scenario are analysed. The
detectors computes the Euclidean distance between the received v ctor signal,y, and the set of
all possible received signals, selecting the closest one.
4.3.1 Interference-Unaware Detection
Starting from the system model presented in Section 4.2, thedecoded pair(xest, nt)
(ξ), formed

























est ∈ X (ξ), n(ξ)t ∈ {1, . . . , N
(ξ)












whereN (ξ)t is the number of available transmit antennas at nodeξ, || · ||F is the Frobenius norm
andX (ξ) has a total ofM (ξ) constellation points. Note thatu represents the index of a general
node in the system, andξ is the index of the desired node whose data stream is being decoded.
The union bound approach can be used to describe the behaviour of the interference-unaware
SM detector in the high signal-to-noise-ratio (SNR) regions. I particular, the behaviour of the





























define the symbols at the receive antennar. In this notationy = A + B + η, whereA is the
desired signal,B is the interference signal andη is the AWGN. The pairwise error probability
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(PEP) can now be derived as
Pr{A 6= Â|B} = Pr
{




























































where(·)∗ represents the complex conjugate,ℜ{·} represents the real part of a complex number,
ηnewr is the distribution of the PEP defined byN (µ, σ2) which is the normal distribution with
meanµ and varianceσ2. Knowing thatηnewr is the only remaining random variable with a
normal distribution, means that the PEP in (4.4) is defined bytheQ-function. Considering
ηnewr and (4.4), the PEP can be defined as

































dt defines theQ-function. It should be noted that this PEP
is valid for all channel fading statistics. To simplify it further, the fast fading channel statistics of




∼ CN (0, 1).

























(u)|x(u)|2 andσ2I = 2Em|xB|2ΩP . In particular,ΩI is the distri-
bution of the interfering signal with zero mean and varianceσ2I , ΩP is the Euclidean distance
of the two hypothesis vectors andΩN is the noise. The channel effects ofB can be removed
by taking the expectation of (4.5) across the fading channelHB, such that
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whereΩ̂I ∼ N (0, 1) and EHB [·] represents the expectation of the system with respect to the
fast fading channelHB . From here, appling [109, eq. 3.66] results in








After replacingΩP , ΩN , andσI ,































represents half of the signal-to-interference-plus-noise-ratio (SINR) between nodeξ and the
receiver. Throughout the work, averaging is performed onlyacross the fast fading channel
statistics. As (4.11) shows,γI is still dependent on the magnitude of the modulated signal
symbols of the interfering nodes,|x(u)|. This means that all expressions usingγI maintain their
dependence on the signal symbols of the interfering nodes.
Given this formulation, the ABER of the single-user detector using the union bound approach









































where theuth summation from the(Nu − 1) summations above is defined for allx(u) ∈ X (u)
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is defined as a four









Additionally, dξ(x, nt, x̂, n̂t) = dξ(nt − 1, n̂t − 1) + dξ(x, x̂), wheredξ(·, ·̂) denotes the Ham-
ming distance between the binary representations any two symbols coming from the same set
for nodeξ.
As with the interfering nodes, the fast fading of the desiredno e is assumed to follow a Rayleigh

































whereσ2z is the variance of a SM hypothesis test per receive antenna,zr, using a variable am-
plitude modulation scheme. In particular, it is the variance per receive antenna of the argument














































Nr − 1 + r
r
)
(1 − f(β))r , (4.17)
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The analytical upper bound for a SM system employing quadrature amplitude modulation
(QAM) in an arbitrary channel environment and an interference limited scenario is given by
(4.12). Although, the average power of any signal symbol constellation in (4.12) is one, a vari-
able amplitude modulation scheme means that the instantaneous SINR changes. In particular,
the instantaneous SINR must be strictly defined to study the asymptotic behaviour of the sys-
tem. This is necessary because the instantaneous SINR is an argument of the PEP which is de-
fined using theQ-function. To obtain the ABER, however, the PEP must be averaged across all
channel realisations and all signal symbol constellations. Therefore, a closed-form expression
for the asymptotic behaviour of (4.12) and (4.13) is difficult to obtain. If a constant-amplitude
modulation such as phase shift keying (PSK) is used, then fora fixed channel realisation
zPSKr = |a|ej arg (a)|b|ej arg (b) − |â| ej arg (â)|b̂|ej arg (b̂), (4.20)




, b = x(ξ) are used to shorten the notation andarg (·) repre-
sents the phase of a complex symbol. Since the amplitude of all signal constellation points is
unity,
zPSKr = |a|ej(arg (a)+arg (b)) − |â|ej(arg (â)+arg (b̂)). (4.21)
























































































It should be noted that (4.22) and (4.23) are special cases of(4.12) and (4.13) which enable a
simpler theoretical analysis of the asymptotic behaviour of the system in the interference limited
scenario as the SINR grows to infinity. In particular, simulation results in Section 4.4 show that
the asymptotic bounds derived for SM using a constant amplitude modulation scheme in the
interference limited scenario are also valid for SM using4-QAM in the same environment. To
this extent, the asymptotic behaviour of the system using the interference-unaware detector is
now analysed in both the noise and interference limited scenarios.
4.3.2 Asymptotic Analysis of the Interference-Unaware Detector
In this section, some asymptotic cases are investigated to highlight trends in the ABER of SM
at high SINR. Simulations in Section 4.4 show that the presented results are asymptotically








for use in the noise and interference limited scenarios, respectively. When considering these
definitions, the asymptotic performance of SM and SIMO in thenoise limited scenario and the
asymptotic performance of SM in the interference limited scenario are analysed.
1) SNRξ ≫ 1 and SINR≈ SNR (noise limited scenario)
This is the classic single user scenario where co-channel interference can be neglected, and
high-SNR analysis for the probe link can be performed. The expression in (4.12) is considered






























To simplify (4.26), the limit in (4.17) and (4.24), can be tackled by considering a Taylor expan-
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= 2−2(β + 1)−1.
(4.27)






















Indeed, the ABER can be upper bounded as one half of the ASER. The random SM constella-
tion diagram at the receiver, along with the joint detectionof the signal and spatial constellation
points, mean that any benefits from advanced bit-to-symbol mappings such as Gray coding can
be neglected. Nonetheless, the detector will create a long binary sequence which has at most
50% bit-errors within the erroneous symbol sequence,i.e., the ABER is bounded to be at most
1/2 of the ASER. The tightness of this bound can be seen in Section4.4. This step eliminates




































across the various possibilities ofσ2z for x, nt, x̂ andn̂t. How-
ever, the authors are not aware of a closed form solution to the generic expression for (4.30)





. In particular, the general form ofσ2z is defined by the underlying SM signal-
symbol constellation size,M (ξ) and expressions forσ2z are defined using the upper bound for
square QAM constellation sizes. A summary of the derivationof (4.32) is provided in Ap-
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At this point, the work can be simplified by considering a consta t-amplitude modulation
scheme for the node of interest, such as PSK whereσ2
zPSK
is either2 or 0 as shown in (4.22).
The expression in (4.30) is then unity which simplifies furthe analysis. In such a scenario, the
authors in [18] demonstrate that there is a crossing point where the ABER of SM using PSK
improves over SM using QAM. Nonetheless, there are two conclusions that can be drawn from
(4.34): i) the system error increases with the product of thespatial constellation size,N (ξ)t ,
and symbol constellation size,M (ξ), ii) the system error decreases exponentially with the ad-
dition of each received antenna,i.e., the diversity order is equal toNr. Additionally, the coding






















= 22Nr < 22Nr+1. (4.35)
In general, it can be shown that asNr → ∞, the inverse of (4.35) tends to zero and is always
less than one. Since the inverse of (4.35) is always less thanone, the addition of an extra
receive antenna implies a smaller ratio, which means a lowerABER and hence coding gains
for the system.
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2) SIMO system using QAM (noise-limited scenario):
To quantify the SNR difference between SM and SIMO using QAM,the ABER performance of
a SIMO system using QAM must be analysed in at the asymptote. In particular, a closed form
solution for the ASER of a SIMO system using QAM with i.i.d. inputs is provided in [111, eq.
9.23], i.e., no correlation is assumed in the system . To begin the asymptotic analysis, [111, eq.











Nr − 1 + r
r
)
(1 − f(γQAM))r , (4.36)
whereγQAM = 3
2(fM−1)γ. The interested reader is invited to look at work in [111] formore
details in obtaining (4.36). If Gray mapping is used, thenASERQAM/ log2(M̃) ≈ ABERQAM
can be posed, wherẽM = M (ξ)N (ξ)t [111, eq. 8.7].


















After some analytical manipulations shown in Appendix A.2,the ratio of (4.34) with (4.31) to





































for M (ξ) = 4. If the right hand side of (4.38) is set to one, however, then texpression cannot
be solved in closed form. Nonetheless, sinceNr andN
(ξ)
t are natural numbers, (4.38) can be
evaluated numerically. On the one hand, if the result of evaluating (4.38) is greater than one,
then SIMO transmission using only QAM is better than using SM. On the other hand, if the
result is less than one, then transmission using SM performsbetter than transmission using only
QAM. In particular, the results forN (ξ)t = 2
q whereq ∈ {1, . . . , 6} andNr ∈ {1, 2, 3} are
presented in Table 4.1. The results show that SM is always better if Nr ≥ 2. Additionally, the
ratio of the two, as shown in Table 4.1, quantifies the coding gain of SM relative to QAM for






at the asymptote in a noise limited scenario,
givenM (ξ) = 4.
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Proceeding in a similar manner as for (4.38), the general ratio of the relative coding gains





















whereΨ must be defined for the desired SM signal constellation size,M (ξ). The exact ratios,
as given in Table 4.1, will vary depending onM (ξ). However, the trend (SM outperforming
SIMO) will remain, as can be seen in Table 4.2 forM (ξ) = 16 where the values in the last two




















1 1.6 1.9 2.3 2.6 2.9 3.2
2 0.67 0.38 0.22 0.12 0.068 0.038
3 0.28 0.075 0.021 0.0057 0.0016 4.4(10−4)




















1 3.8359 3.8724 4.0859 4.4031 4.7832 5.2024
2 0.2551 0.1121 0.0542 0.0278 0.0147 0.0079




Table 4.2: Relative coding gains of SM using16-QAM compared to SIMO using̃M -QAM.
If a constant-amplitude modulation scheme such as PSK is used, th nΨ in (4.39) will be unity.
Implementing this change means that a single table of valuesfor (4.39), can be obtained and is
shown in Table 4.3.
Nr M̃ = 2
2 M̃ = 23 M̃ = 24 M̃ = 25 M̃ = 26 M̃ = 27
1 2 1.9889 2.1333 2.3511 2.6122 2.9022
2 0.5000 0.2131 0.1067 0.0569 0.0311 0.0171








Table 4.3: Relative coding gains of SM using PSK compared to SIMO usingM̃ -QAM.
Table 4.1, 4.2 and 4.3 demonstrate that a single-input single-output (SISO) system using QAM
performs better than SM using QAM or PSK,i.e., the values in the first row of each table
are greater than one. However, SM exhibits increasing coding gains as eitherNt or Nr are
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increased, for any system withNr ≥ 2.
3) SIRξ ≫ 1 and SINR≈ SIRξ (interference limited scenario):
In this case, the AWGN in the channel can be neglected since the SIRξ is the dominant term
dictating the ABER performance of the system. To this extent, γI is a function of the signal
symbol amplitude for all nodes as well as their respective channel attenuations and governs the
SIRξ. Therefore,γI cannot be separated from (4.34). In particular, in the expression forγI in
(4.11),
∣∣x(u)
∣∣may be greater than one, which could change the interferencefrom the remaining
users. Due to the complexity of the expressions, further asymptotic study of the interference
limited scenario for SM is constrained to using a constant-amplitude modulation scheme such









in the interference limited scenario. In particular, asγI approaches infinity, the limit of the
ABER tends to (4.34) with a slight, but very important distinc on: the system reaches an
error floor. This is expected when the receiver is interference-unaware. Indeed, there are three
consequences that should be considered similar to the noiselim t d scenario analysed above: i)
the system error performance worsens as more SM constellation points are added, as eitherN (ξ)t
or M (ξ) is increased, ii) the system error performance improves when more receive antennas
are added at the receiver, and iii) the detector will fail to decode any data emitted from a
node whose desired signal is weaker than the interfering signal. Although analytical work for
SM using QAM becomes intractable, numerical results demonstrate that SM using a variable-
amplitude modulation performs in a similar fashion to SM using PSK in the interference limited
environment and leads to the same conclusions. In the remainder of this work, co-channel
interference is completely mitigated by applying a jointly-optimal ML detector for SM in an
interference limited scenario. In other words, all incoming streams can be decoded and the
error in the system tends to zero as the AWGN approaches zero,d spite any interference.
4.3.3 Interference-Aware Detection
Starting from the system model presented in Section 4.2, thedecoded pair(xest, nt)
(ξ), formed
from the estimated symbolxest, emitted from antennant, on nodeξ, is given by jointly detecting
the entire transmitted signal from all active nodes in the system as
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x(u) ∈ X (u) and n(u)t ∈ {1, . . . , N
(u)
t }.
Similar to the work in Section 4.3.1, the union bound approach is used to describe the behaviour
of the interference-aware SM detector in the high SNR region. The main difference between the
two detectors comes from the computation of the PEP between the possible received symbols.
The union bound for the interference-aware SM detector, which estimates the ABER for node














































where EH(Ω) [·] is the expectation across the fast fading statistics of every channel is the system.












, come from the set of all possible
symbol-antenna pairings for all nodes,i.e., they independently take values from the set of all










between the symbolsx(Ω), emitted from antennasn(Ω)t , being detected as symbolsx̂
(Ω), emitted
by antennaŝn(Ω)t .
Similar to the analytical derivation of (4.4) in Section 4.3.1, the ABER for nodeξ is shown in
(4.42), where the PEP is given as
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A more detailed derivation of (4.43) is given in Appendix A.3. Thus far, no assumptions have
been made as to the channel distribution. However, if Rayleigh fading is assumed for all links
in the system, then the closed form solution for EH [PEP(·)] in (4.42) can be derived in the


































Note that (4.42) presents an analytical treatment of the most general case of SM using variable
amplitude modulation for the signal symbol.
By using the interference-aware detector, the system behaves similarly to the noise limited
system, in that for an arbitrarily high SNR, each user can achieve an arbitrarily low ABER.
However, due to the simultaneous detection process, the users with the best SNR will not be
able to achieve their single-user-lower-bound (SULB) defined as the performance of the system
in the noise limited scenario. The exact effect of the additional nodes/users is further discussed
in Section 4.4.
4.4 Numerical Analysis
In this section the aim is to show the performance of the interfer nce-unaware and interference-
aware detectors proposed in (4.2) and (4.41). In particular, (4.41) is shown to successfully de-
code the incoming streams for all nodes. In addition, numerical esults demonstrate that (4.12)
and (4.42) provide tight upper bounds for the ABER of the detectors at high SNR in the in-
terference limited scenario. Furthermore, the interference-aware detector for SM demonstrates
better ABER performance than the interference-aware ML detector for a multi-user SIMO sys-
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tem using QAM.
The proposed interference-aware detector is jointly optimal for all nodes but requires full chan-
nel state information (CSI) from all possible transmittingantennas to each receiving antenna.
Additionally, finding the optimal solution is an exponentially complex problem. If each node is
assumed to have the same number of transmit antennas,Nt, and uses the same signal constel-





computational complexity which is proven to be an NP-complete problem [112].
TheO(·) complexity can be justified by realising that the signal and spatial domain symbols
combine to form a single SM symbol. To this extent, the constellation size,i.e., the spectral
efficiency of any SM system, depends on the multiplication ofthe number of available transmit
antennas and the signal symbol constellation used,MNt. This is in contrast to other MIMO
systems where each spatial branch is used to increase the diversity or multiplexing gains. In
such a system, if each transmit antenna is used for multiplexing gains, the system has a maxi-




. From here, the detection complexity of a single user
SM system is given byO (MNt), while the detection complexity of a single user MIMO system




. In this case, the two systems have different
spectral efficiencies.
Even if the two systems operate at the same spectral efficiency and their complexities will be of
the sameO(·) order, the cost, in terms of RF chains and power consumption,w uld not be. The
aim of this work is to characterise the behaviour of SM in the multi-user, interference limited
scenario and compare it to thecomplexity and cost equivalentmulti-user MIMO system. As
discussed in Section 4.1 and given the complexity expression f r the single user MIMO sys-
tem and the single user SM system, the only validcomplexity and cost equivalentcomparison
is to analyse multi-user SM with respect to multi-user SIMO.The optimal ML detector for





M̃ = MNt. This makes it comparable to the interference-aware SM detector. Despite the gen-
erality of the analytical results, however, the simulationresults consider only two and three
node scenarios for the sake of conciseness.
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4.4.1 Simulation Setup
A frequency-flat Rayleigh fading channel with no correlation between the transmitting antennas
and AWGN is assumed. In addition, perfect CSI is assumed at the receiving node, with no CSI
at the transmitter. Furthermore, only one of the available transmit antennas for each node is
active at any transmitting instance. In theory, each node inpendently decides the number of
transmit antennas and the signal symbol modulation it uses.In the simulations, however, each
node has the same number of transmit antennas as well as the same spectral efficiency target.
To this extent, three sets of results are presented in each figure: i) the simulation results for the
multi-user detector for each node, denoted bySim( N(ξ)) , ii) the theoretical results from (4.12)
or (4.42) for the node of interest, and iii) the SULB, denotedby SULB(N(ξ)) .
The asymptotically tight SULB is defined as the system performance in a noise limited scenario
given in (4.26) which is governed purely by its SNR, defined asEm/No. Furthermore, the
ABER in the noise limited scenario, as defined in (4.26), and the ASER in the noise limited
scenario divided by two, as defined in (4.28), are shown to overlap in Fig. 4.2-4.3(b). The dot-
dashed lines denote (4.26) while (4.28) divided by two is denot d by the triangular markers.
For the sake of clarity, both are denoted asSULB(N(ξ)) in the legend. This justifies the use
of (4.28) in the asymptotic analysis in Section 4.3.2. Additionally, (4.26) is based on the union
bound approach andSULB(N(ξ)) can be above1, which is impossible for a real system. In this
regard, the SULB is a lower bound on the analytical performance of each system only at low
ABER. Furthermore, to help illustrate the difference in thebehaviour of the two detectors, the
channel attenuations,α2(u), are set in10 dB intervals. In general, however,α
2
(u) may be any real
number. Throughout the results, QAM modulation is used for the signal symbol modulation
in SM with the notable exception of Fig. 4.2, where quadrature phase shift keying (QPSK)
modulation is used to illustrate the accuracy of work done inSection 4.3.2.
4.4.2 Results for Interference-Unaware Detection
The asymptotic results in Section 4.3.2, in particular (4.34) using QPSK for the signal symbol
modulation, are verified in Fig. 4.2. In this case,Ψ is strictly defined by (4.22). Indeed, the
horizontal lines in Fig. 4.2 represent (4.34) for varying values ofα2(u) using QPSK modulation.
In addition, the accuracy of the analytical work is shown in Fg. 4.3(a)-4.4 where QAM is
used for the signal-symbol modulation. In fact, by moving from Fig. 4.2 to Fig. 4.3(a), where
an additional receive antenna is added, the analytical model presented in (4.12) proves a tight
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Figure 4.2:Nt = 4, Nr = 1 and a spectral efficiency of4 bits/s/Hz. ABER for node1 using
the interference-unaware detector withα2(1) = 1 and a varyingα
2
(2). Dashed lines
denote simulation results for node1, while solid lines denote the analytical upper
bound. Since the analytical bound is asymptotically tight at low ABER, the dashed
and solid lines overlap. Each constant value dashed-dot line with ‘+’ markers
corresponds to the asymptote derived in(4.34) using (4.40) for node1 and the
indicated values forα2(2).
upper bound on the system in the high SINR region. Furthermore, as the channel attenuations
for the interfering nodes increase, the detector approaches the SULB. Similar to the effects
observed in Fig. 4.2 and Fig. 4.3(a), Fig. 4.3(b) shows how the tightness of the bound improves
as the number of receive antennas increases. To this extent,th presented results show that
(4.34) tightens as the system approaches its ideal transmission and the mass of the complex
Gaussian distributions around each SM constellation pointc centrates around the mean. This
is achieved by decreasing the interference in the system or by increasing the number of receive
antennas. Nonetheless, in all instances where the interferenc -unaware detector is used, the
node with the strongest SINR dominates the detection. In particular, the bit streams of all
other nodes are not decoded since all other nodes remain below the effective noise floor at the
receiver. This is apparent by looking at the simulation results for N(2) andN(3) in Fig. 4.2
through Fig. 4.3(b).
Fig. 4.3(b) shows that the increase in diversity resulting from the addition of only a single re-
ceive antenna significantly influences the system performance. I deed, the addition of a receive
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(a) Nr = 2
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(b) Nr = 3
Figure 4.3: ABER for node1, using the interference-unaware detector withα2(1) = 1 and a
varying α2(2). Nt = 4 and a spectral efficiency of4 bits/s/Hz. Dashed lines
denote simulation results for node1 while solid lines denote the analytical upper
bound. Since the analytical bound is asymptotically tight,t e dashed and solid
lines overlap at low ABER.
antenna increases the Euclidean distance between the received and incorrect hypothesis vec-
tors, which results in a lower ABER. To this extent, the addition of a single receive antenna
is equivalent to lowering the interference,α2(u), by more than10 dB. This can be seen when
comparing Fig. 4.2 with Fig. 4.3(a) and similarly, Fig. 4.3(a) with Fig. 4.3(b), where the num-
ber of receive antennas is increased in each figure. In fact, the effect of each receive antenna is
more pronounced as the imbalance between the desired and interfering links increases. This is
apparent when the results forα2(2) = 10
−2 in Fig. 4.2, the results forα2(2) = 10
−2 in Fig. 4.3(a),
and the results forα2(2) = 10
−2 in Fig. 4.3(b) at an SNR of40 dB are considered. The ABER
of the simulation and analytical prediction move from2 × 10−1 in Fig. 4.2, to4 × 10−3 in
Fig. 4.3(a), to9 × 10−5 in Fig. 4.3(b). In particular, the decrease in the ABER showshow
the number of receive antennas dominates the performance ofSM in general, and particularly
in an interference limited scenario. In addition, Fig. 4.4 demonstrates that the findings can be
extended even in the presence of multiple interfering nodes.
The presented results show that when the interference-unaware detector is used, the system
ABER plateaus at the derived limits, irrespective of the transmit power being used. Nonethe-
less, the ABER improves when the number of receive antennas is increased as the system
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Figure 4.4:Nt = 4, a varying Nr and a spectral efficiency of4 bits/s/Hz. ABER for
node 1 using the interference-unaware detector withα2(1) = 1, α
2
(2) = 0.1 and
α2(3) = 0.01. All presented curves are for node1, unless otherwise stated in the
legend. Dashed lines denote simulation results for node1 while solid lines denote
the analytical upper bound. The addition of more receive anten as reduces the
ABER and hence closes the gap between the analytical and simulation results.
achieves both coding and diversity gains, as discussed in Section 4.3.1.
4.4.3 Results for Interference-Aware Detection
The performance of the jointly optimal interference-awareML detector for a two user scenario
is illustrated in Fig. 4.5(a). To this extent, Fig. 4.5(a) demonstrates that the analytical model
presented in (4.42) represents an asymptotically tight upper bound for the system in the high
SNR region where the node with the worse channel attenuationperforms close to its SULB.
However, this is not the case for the node with the better channel.
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(a) Nt = 2




































(b) Nt = 4
Figure 4.5:Nr = 3 and a spectral efficiency of4 bits/s/Hz. ABER using the interference-
aware detector for node1 with α2(1) = 1 and for node2 with α
2
(2) = 0.1.
Ana( N(u) ) denotes the analytical upper bound for nodeu. Since the analytical
bound is asymptotically tight, the dashed and solid lines overlap at low ABER.
To understand this, one can think of the multi-user ML detector as employing interference can-
cellation for the node with the worse channel attenuation. If the interfering user is sufficiently
powerful, then the primary source of errors for the weakest node is the background AWGN
rather than the randomness caused by the interfering signal[109]. To this extent, all users
that have good channel conditions can be considered as strong interferers, so when they are re-
moved, the weakest nodes obtain performance closer to theirSULB, i.e., the interference-aware
detector is akin to strong interference cancellation for the weakest node. On the contrary, for
the nodes with better channel conditions, the primary source of errors is the randomness caused
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by the interfering signal rather than the background AWGN. This is why the nodes with better
channel conditions can never perform near their SULB.





























Figure 4.6:Nt = 4, a varyingNr and a spectral efficiency of4 bits/s/Hz. Analytical ABER
using the interference-aware detector for node1 withα2(1) = 1 and for node2 with
α2(2) = 0.1. Dashed lines denote the analytical performance of node1, while the
solid lines denote the analytical performance of node2 with a varying number of
receive antennas.
As discussed earlier, the addition of more transmit antennas at each of the nodes results in
coding gains for each node, as can be seen when Fig. 4.5(a) andFig. 4.5(b) are compared. In
particular, the reduction in the ABER as the number of transmit antennas increases is explained
by a corresponding increase of the average varianceσ2z . Indeed, asσ
2
z increases, it leads to
a larger Euclidean distance in (4.10) and (4.43). The Euclidean distance is increased because
there are more cases where the variance is the summation of the individual symbol constellation
points, rather than the difference,i.e., n(ξ)t = n̂
(ξ)
t occurs less frequently. Effectively, more
transmit antennas mean that the transmit vectors are spreadin a larger Euclidean space. This
effect can only be observed when the same spectral efficiencyis maintained. In particular, a
2 dB coding gain is apparent when comparing Fig. 4.5(b) to Fig.4.5(a) at an ABER of10−4.
However, increasing the number of transmit antennas does not change the relative behaviour
of the system,i.e., the SNR difference between the ABER curves of the two nodes remains
constant. This behaviour is expected when considering that(4.17) is independent ofNt and
influenced only byNr.
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(a) Nr = 1













































(b) Nr = 3
Figure 4.7:Nt = 4 and a spectral efficiency of4 bits/s/Hz. ABER for node1 with α2(1) = 1,
for node2 with α2(2) = 0.1 and for node3 with α
2
(3) = 0.01.
Ana( N(u) ) denotes the analytical upper bound for nodeu. The analytical
bound is again shown to be asymptotically tight at low ABER.
Fig. 4.6 shows the performance of the system when the number of r ceive antennas is increased.
On the one hand, Fig. 4.6 shows that for a fixed spectral efficiency and a fixed number of trans-
mit antennas, the addition of more receive antennas resultsin an increasing gap between the
analytical ABER curves of the two nodes. In particular, a gapof 4 dB between the perfor-
mance of node1 and node2 with Nr = 2 is increased to around7 dB whenNr = 4 and further
increased to9 dB forNr = 8. On the other hand, given that the two nodes experience a chan-
nel gain difference of10 dB, the interference-aware detector cannot reach the performance of
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independent detection and the SULB for the node with the better channel attenuation. Nonethe-
less, the gap between their respective ABER curves tends toward the difference between their
respective channel attenuation asNr grows.
These trends can also be observed by looking at the progression of the ABER curves in Fig. 4.7(a)
and Fig. 4.7(b). Fig. 4.7(a) and Fig. 4.7(b) illustrate the system performance with three nodes/users
and varyingNr. In particular, similar to the two user scenario, each user performs better asNr
is increased and the gap to its SULB is reduced. As expected, th addition of more nodes
increases the interference and pushes the performance of each node further from its SULB,
noticeable when comparing Fig. 4.5(b) and Fig. 4.7(b) for node2.




































Figure 4.8:Nt = 4, Nr = 3 and a spectral efficiency of4 bits/s/Hz. The ABER of multi-user
SM and multi-user SIMO using interference-aware detectorswith channel atten-
uation ofα2(1) = 1, α
2
(2) = 0.1 andα
2
(3) = 0.01. Solid lines represent simulation
results for the ML interference-aware SIMO detector for nodeN(u). Dashed lines
represent simulation results for the ML interference-aware SM detector for node
N(u) andu ∈ {1, 2, 3}.
Lastly, Fig. 4.8 demonstrates that SM performs better than te complexity and cost equivalent
ML detector for the multi-user SIMO system in the interferenc limited scenario. Specifically,
the system employing SM exhibits an approximately3 dB better performance in terms of the
SNR at an ABER of10−4 for each user. Indeed, the relatively constant coding gain is the result
of the similar detection used for both systems. While multi-ser SM and multi-user SIMO
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may be comparable in terms of detector complexity and the number of transmit and receive
RF chains required, each SM node requires multiple transmitantenna elements. Therefore, by
using the spatial domain, the SM constellation points are spad in a larger Euclidean space and
have a lower error probability.
4.5 Summary
In this chapter, the performance of SM in the multiple access, interference limited scenario was
investigated. Two ML detectors for use with SM were discussed.
The interference-unaware detector was defined and studied in the limit as the SNR approached
infinity. Its performance over uncorrelated Rayleigh fading channels was studied and a closed
form solution for the upper bound of the system was provided.In addition, it was shown that
this detector inevitably reaches an error floor which was dependent on the SINR in the system.
In particular, the exact level was defined and concrete examples were provided. To this extent,
it was shown that the increase in the number of receive antennas has a greater impact on the
asymptotic performance of the system compared to reducing the interference in the system.
Indeed, the addition of a single receive antenna resulted ingreater coding gains than reducing
the interference by more than10 dB at high SNR. This indicated that the number of receive an-
tennas dominated the performance of SM in general, and particularly in an interference limited
scenario.
The interference-aware ML detector for SM was proposed. As with the interference-unaware
detector, its performance over uncorrelated Rayleigh fading channels was studied and a closed
form solution for the upper bound of the system was provided.In addition to avoiding the
error floor present in the interference-unaware detector, the jointly optimal detector mimicked
a noise limited scenario for the detection of all transmitted streams,i.e., an arbitrarily small
ABER could be obtained by any node for a sufficiently high SNR.On the one hand, for the
same spectral efficiency, increasing the number of transmitantennas at each of the nodes from
two to four resulted in coding gains of around2 dB. This measure did not, however, have any
effect on the coding gain difference between the ABER curves. On the other hand, increasing
the number of receive antennas increased the diversity of the system and provided additional
coding gains. Effectively, this increased the coding gain difference between the ABER curves
of the nodes because the receiver could distinguish the channels more easily and better mitigate
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interference. To this extent, the impact on the diversity and coding gains demonstrated the
importance of the number of receive antennas in any SM system. A limiting factor, as with all
ML detectors, was the complexity. In addition, the receivermust have full channel knowledge.
Nonetheless, the interference-aware detector enabled SM to perform better in terms of ABER
than the complexity and cost equivalent multi-user SIMO system in an interference limited
environment.
The presented work demonstrated that in order to apply SM in an terference limited scenario
effectively, the number of receive antennas should be maximised. Although more computa-
tionally complex than the interference-unaware detector,the interference-aware detector can
guarantee that the system does not reach an error floor. Having nalysed the performance of
SM in an interference limited scenario, the performance of arel ying system employing the






In this chapter, the application of spatial modulation (SM)in a relaying scenario is proposed. As
discussed in Section 2.2, the power of a transmitted wireless signal diminishes as the distance
between the transmitter and receiver increases. As the power of the signal decreases, the signal-
to-noise-ratio (SNR) at the receiver also decreases. Therefor , a direct communication link
between the source node and the intended destination node may not be established if the signal
power falls below a certain minimum threshold. One proposedsolution to this problem is to
introduce a relaying node between the source and destination nodes.
There are several detection methods that are used in the contxt of relaying communications
which include direct, non-cooperative, cooperative and adaptive detection. Non-cooperative
detection relies solely on information recovered by the destination from the relay. Cooperative
detection uses the signal received from both direct and relaying transmissions and adaptive
detection chooses the best of the three presented strategies [80]. Loosely speaking, cooperative
decode and forward (DF) demonstrates the highest achievable r tes when the source to relay
channel quality is very good. Aside from these,observationencoding, in which a relay encodes
only quantised versions of the received signal using ideas from source coding, demonstrates
higher spectral efficiency when the relay to destination channel quality is better than the source
to relay channel quality [80].
When considering cooperative detection, the destination node combines the two signals re-
ceived from the source and relay nodes which results in a diversity gain. In addition, adaptive
detection [113] and incremental relaying [80], address thesel ction of the optimal transmission
in a given cooperative situation. In particular, incremental relaying, as presented in [80], defines
relaying protocols that exploit limited feedback from the destination terminal to dramatically
improve the spectral efficiency of the classical amplify andforward (AF) and DF protocols.
Incremental relaying can be viewed as an extension of incremental redundancy, or automatic
repeat request (ARQ), to relaying scenarios.
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Further improvements come in [114], where Azarian defines a cooperative scheme which
achieves the upper bound of the diversity-multiplexing trade-off for a single source-relay-
destination system, called dynamic decode and forward (DDF). In it, the outage probabilities
and diversity vs. multiplexing trade-off characteristicsare addressed and the system is com-
pared with several state-of-the-art solutions including the non-orthogonal AF protocol. The
optimality of the ARQ–DDF protocol is again addressed in [115] where the performance of
the protocol is characterised in terms of the diversity multiplexing tradeoff of the channel. In
fact, the ARQ–DDF protocol is shown to achieve the upper bound of the diversity multiplexing
tradeoff when the source nodes do not cooperate initially. This protocol, however, operates
on the packet layer and relies on whatever modulation technique is available at the transmitter
for communications. Indeed, if the transmission between thnodes can be improved, then the
source to destination performance in terms of the average bit error ratio (ABER) will improve.
The aim of this work is to analyse the performance of SM in a relying scenario and determine
its potential to either alleviate the multihop burden or improve the source to destination ABER.
To this extent, the focus is on orthogonal AF and DF protocols. On the one hand, orthogo-
nal AF uses the relay antenna as a simple amplifier. Any signalreceived by the relay at time
instancet1, is amplified and retransmitted at instancet2, forming a non-regenerative system.
On the other hand, the orthogonal DF algorithm decodes the received signal at the relay, then
re-encodes and retransmits this information, establishing a regenerative system. Outage proba-
bilities, mutual information calculations and transmit diversity bounds for AF and DF relaying
are derived in [80] with the source to destination performance being considered in [81]. Taking
into consideration the above relaying protocols, the use ofSM is proposed to provide additional
power and capacity gains over the non-cooperative AF and DF systems.
In orthogonal AF and DF, two time slots are needed for the relevant information to reach the
destination node, effectively halving the source to relay spectral efficiency. To this extent, dual-
hop spatial modulation (Dh-SM) can partially mitigate thiseffect. Dh-SM can use the spatial
domain to transmit additional information bits, while maint i ing a fixed signal constellation.
Since the receiver decodes the channel used for the transmission, it can determine the trans-
mitting antenna and decode the bits used to activate that particul antenna. This serves to
increase the source to destination spectral efficiency and alleviate the multihop burden, as will
be explained in Section 5.2. Alternatively, a lower order modulation scheme can be used for
















Figure 5.1: System setup for Dual-hop Spatial Modulation where ‘D st’ is the destination.
is a unique advantage that Dh-SM has when compared to all other relaying systems resulting
in a better ABER at the destination for the same transmit power, i.e., Dh-SM can increase the
coding gain of the system. It is the application of SM to a standard DF relaying system that
is termed Dh-SM and is shown in Fig. 5.1. SM, however, requires multiple transmit antenna
elements which may not be feasible when dealing with simplernodes.
SM is also applied to a system with distributed relaying nodes, t rmed distributed spatial
modulation (DSM). In a realistic scenario, the distributednodes in a DSM system would be
simple relays which have only a single antenna used for both transmission and reception. How-
ever, if each node has at most one receive antenna, then a system employing the SM principle
will perform worse in terms of the ABER when compared to a classical single-input single-
output (SISO) system, as is shown in Section 4.3.2.2. Therefore, each node in DSM is assumed
to have multiple receive antennas. On the one hand, multiplerec ive antennas are necessary
in any system employing the SM principle since it is the number of receive antennas that sig-
nificantly influences the performance of SM relative to otherSIMO systems, as is shown in
Section 4.3.2. On the other hand, the multiple receive antenna elements may also be used as
transmit antennas. However, having distributed nodes withmultiple transmit antennas means
that Dh-SM would become the backbone for analysing the DSM system, which is not the
purpose of introducing the distributed scenario. In particular, the idea behind DSM is to ex-
amine the performance of SM in a distributed scenario, wherethe combination of the relay
nodes forms a virtual antenna array and no relay node has multiple transmit antennas available.
Therefore, only a single transmit antenna per relay node is assumed. Fig. 5.2 shows an example
of a DSM system where, according to the SM principle, only a single relay node is active at
any transmission instance.
In the remainder of this chapter, the system model for Dh-SM is introduced in Section 5.2,









Figure 5.2: An example of Distributed Spatial Modulation, with four relay nodes,Ri∈{0,1,2,3},
each having multiple receive antennas and only a single transmit antenna. No relay
nodes cooperate with each other and, given that the information from the source
is decoded correctly at each relay, form a virtual antenna array. The solid line
between the relays and the destination denotes the activatel nk, while the dashed
lines denote potential links.
discussed in Section 5.4. The system model and the ABER of DSMare then analysed in
Section 5.5. The performance of Dh-SM is finally compared to that of DSM in Section 5.6.
Lastly, the chapter is summarised in Section 5.7.
5.2 System Model
A three node scenario, as shown in Fig. 5.1, is assumed. Even though AF, DF and Dh-SM use
only a single antenna at any transmission instance and have asingle radio frequency (RF) chain,
Dh-SM requires the transmitter to have multiple transmit anten as available. In particular, the
aim of this chapter is to characterise the ABER performance of a system using Dh-SM. As
such, its ABER is compared to that of a system employing non-cooperative DF. Given that
the source broadcasts a signal constellation symbol,x, then the received signal is given by
yr = h(nt,r)x+ ηr, wherent is the index of the transmit andr is the index of the receive
antenna,h(nt,r) is the fast fading channel coefficient of the link between theactive antennant





with σ2 = 1/γ whereγ is the average SNR of the link. The estimated symbol
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where(·)∗ denotes the complex conjugate andh(kℓ)nt =
[








composed of the single tap channel coefficients from antennant on the transmitting nodek to
the receiving nodeℓ which hasN (ℓ)r number of receive antennas. In addition, the transmitting
node is either the source (s), or the relay (r), while the receiving node is either the relay or
the destination (d),i.e., k ∈ {s, r} andℓ ∈ {r, d}. Furthermore, the received vector,y(kℓ), is
comprised of the symbols at each receive antenna on nodeℓ. Finally, x(ℓ)est is passed through
a maximum likelihood (ML) detector, at both the relay and destination nodes, to recover the
original bit sequence,i.e., a hard decision is also made at the relay.
A ML decoder is considered for detection in Dh-SM. It computes the Euclidean distance be-
tween the received signal,y(kℓ), and the set of all possible received signals, selecting theclos st
one [52],
(xest, nt)











x ∈ X , nt ∈ {1, . . . , N (k)t },
where the pair(xest, nt)(k) is formed from the estimated symbolxest, emitted from antennant,
on nodek, x is the current symbol being evaluated from the set of possible constellation points
X , andN (k)t is the number of available transmit antennas on nodek.
Example:
A basic relaying system is assumed, as shown in Fig. 5.1. Transmissions are carried out at
2 bits/s/Hz in the signal domain and only a single transmit anten a is active at the source and
relay nodes. On the one hand, orthogonal AF and DF require twotime slots for the relevant
information to reach the destination node. This results in asource to destination spectral effi-
ciency of1 bit/s/Hz. On the other hand, if the system in Fig. 5.1 is considered with a single
transmit antenna at the source and four transmit antennas atthe relay,2 bits can be sent in the
signal domain and2 more in the spatial domain on the relay to destination link. Ifact, the use
of SM on the relay to destination link enables the system to operate at4 bits/s/Hz on that link.
In particular, the source can transmit to the relay in the first two time slots a total of4 bits since
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the system remains unchanged in the source to relay link. In turn, he relay can then transmit
those4 bits to the destination in the third slot by making use of the spatial domain. To this
extent, the use of Dh-SM results in4 bits going from the source to the destination in three time
slots and an end-to-end (source to destination) average spectral fficiency of1.33 bits/s/Hz; a
33% improvement over standard AF and DF.
Alternatively, Dh-SM can be used to improve the ABER of the system by transmitting a lower
order modulation signal symbol. In particular, the coding gains of Dh-SM are quantified in
Section 5.4.2.
5.3 Analytical Modelling
The scenario presented in Fig. 5.1 represents a well-known orthogonal relaying system. A
major distinction is the use of multiple transmit and receive antennas. To this extent, the end-
to-end performance of a two-hop wireless communication system with non-regenerative (AF)
and regenerative (DF) relays over a Rayleigh-fading channel is presented in [81]. The authors
develop a closed form expression for the ABER of AF given in terms of the moment generating
function (MGF) of the system. Furthermore, the system performance in terms of outage proba-
bility and ABER demonstrate that DF systems perform better than AF systems at both low and
high average SNRs in a Rayleigh fading environment. For thisrea on, the ABER performance
of Dh-SM is only compared to that of DF. The aim is to show that te use of SM in a fixed
relaying system can provide coding gains.
Starting from the system model presented in Section 5.2, thesignal undergoes two stages of de-
coding [116]. To this extent, the ABER, for all dual–hop regenerative systems over independent
channels, can readily be expressed as
P(sd) = P(sr) + P(rd) − 2P(sr)P(rd). (5.3)
P(kℓ) is the ABER of the link between nodesk and ℓ with an average SNR ofγ(kℓ). In a
regenerative system, the overall ABER is a function of the individual links. This means that if
a system performs better in terms of ABER on the individual links, it will also perform better
for the dual–hop. To prove this claim, the directional derivative ofP(sd) with respect toP(sr)
andP(rd) is considered, given that bothP(sr) andP(rd) must be less than1/2. A unit vector
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u = < α̃, ε̃ > is defined wherẽα andε̃ are non-negative coefficients defining the direction of










Looking at (5.4), it is clear that the directional derivative is monotonically increasing with
respect to the individual error probabilities since{P(sr), P(rd)} ∈ [0, 1/2]. The expressions for
these error probabilities are now analysed. Since the overall system error depends solely on
the error of the individual links, it is sufficient to analysethe error expressions for the arbitrary
single-hopk to ℓ link.
The ABER of a SIMO system using̃M -quadrature amplitude modulation (QAM) across mul-
tiple fading channels is given in (5.5). To this extent, the generalised expression for the ABER

























andMγ(s) is the moment generating function of the fading channel. Themoment generating
functions for different channel fading models can be found in [111]. In particular, the MGF for





Dh-SM is, in principle, a DF system and its ABER can be represented by (5.3), where the
individual error probabilities are those of the individualSM links.
The ABER of SM using the optimal detector can be obtained using the union bound approach















such thatd(kℓ)(x, nt, x̂, n̂t) = d(nt − 1, n̂t − 1) + d(x, x̂), whered(·, ·̂) is the Hamming dis-









PEP(kℓ) (x, nt, x̂, n̂t) = Pr{h(kℓ)nt x 6= h(kℓ)n̂t x̂} is the pairwise error probability (PEP) on the
link between nodek and nodeℓ where the symbolx, emitted from antennant, is detected as
symbol x̂, emitted from antennânt andEH[·] represents the expectation of the system with
respect to the channelH. Using similar analytical steps as for (4.4), the PEP between th nodes
k andℓ can be obtained as











Given this analytical modelling, the ABER performance of Dh-SM and DF is now analysed.
5.4 Numerical Analysis
The aim of this section is to compare the performance of Dh-SMwith that of DF under the
same spectral efficiency in a variety of conditions. In particular, the presented results depict
the different behaviour of the system when: i)N (s)t is changed, ii)N
(r)
t is changed, iii)N
(r)
r
is changed, iv)N (d)r is changed and, v)γ(kℓ) is varied. The work begins by analysing the
most constrained Dh-SM system whereN (s)t = 2, N
(r)
r = 2, N
(r)
t = 2 andN
(d)
r = 2. Each
parameter is then adjusted to see the effect it has on the systm.
5.4.1 Simulation Setup
A frequency-flat Rayleigh fading channel with no correlation between the transmitting antennas
and AWGN is assumed. In addition, MRC in combination with ML detection is used in the DF
system, with the ML detector in (5.2) being used for Dh-SM. Furthermore, perfect channel
state information (CSI) is assumed at the receiving node, with no CSI at the transmitter. Since
part of the data is encoded in the spatial domain, Dh-SM uses alower order modulation symbol.




In the legend on each figure,An represents the analytical ABER on the link, whileSim is the
simulation result. The analytical expression in (5.5) describes the behaviour of DF, whereas
(5.6) bounds the behaviour of Dh-SM.


































Figure 5.3: ABER between the source and destination whenγ(sr) = γ(rd) and the number of
transmit antennas at the source is varied.N (r)r = N
(d)
r = 2, N
(r)
t = 2 and
the average source to destination spectral efficiency is3.5 bits/s/Hz. The arrow
on the figure indicates the progression of the curves going fromN (s)t = 32 as the
leftmost dashed curve toN (s)t = 2 as the rightmost dashed curve. To improve the
legibility of the figure, the analytical results forN (s)t = 2 andN
(s)
t = 4 are not
presented.
The effects of additional transmit antennas are now analysed. In Fig. 5.3, when the source to
relay and relay to destination channel conditions are comparable, Dh-SM exhibits over a2 dB
coding gain relative to DF as the signal constellation used in Dh-SM is reduced. However,
as any DF system, Dh-SM is susceptible to bottlenecks. In particular, Fig. 5.3 shows that
the relay to destination link constraints the performance of Dh-SM and the addition of more
transmit antennas at the source results in marginal gains. Indeed, having4 transmit antennas at
the source increases the coding gains of Dh-SM to2.4 dB and transmission using32 transmit
antennas results in coding gains of only3.5 dB, despite using only binary phase shift keying
(BPSK) as the signal constellation. In addition, Fig. 5.3 shows that the high ABER on the
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relay to destination link also affects the analytical results. As discussed in Section 3.4.1, the
union bound approach leads to asymptotically tight analytical results, as the mass of the two-
dimensional Gaussian distribution around each SM constellation point becomes concentrated
around its mean. The same principle is true for Dh-SM, however, if one of the links exhibits a
high ABER, then the overall analytical expression will needlonger to converge to its asymptote.
Nonetheless, the coding gain between the simulation and analytical curves is decreasing as the
ABER of the system decreases, which is expected when using the union bound approach.































(r) = 32 32
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Figure 5.4: ABER between the source and destination whenγ(sr) = γ(rd) and the number of
transmit antennas at the relay is varied.N (r)r = N
(d)
r = 2, N
(r)
t = 32 and the
average source to destination spectral efficiency is equal to 3.5 bits/s/Hz. The
arrow on the figure indicates the progression of the curves going fromN (r)t = 32
as the leftmost dashed curve toN (r)t = 2 as the rightmost dashed curve. To improve
the legibility of the figure, the analytical results forN (r)t = 2 andN
(r)
t = 4 are not
presented.
As a next step, the bottleneck on the source to relay link is removed by settingN (s)t = 32 and the
effects of the number of transmit antennas at the relay is analysed. To this extent, coding gains
of 3.5 dB relative to DF are achieved with only2 transmit antennas at the relay, as illustrated in
Fig. 5.4. This advantage is increased to about4 dB with 4 transmit antennas and reaches5 dB
when using32 transmit antennas at the relay. In general, systems with more available transmit
antennas exhibit better performance in terms of the ABER as the SM symbols are spread in a
larger Euclidean space for every additional antenna at the transmitter, although the coding gains
achieved are diminishing. In addition, as the ABER on each link is reduced, applying (5.6) for
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(r) =  N
r
(d) = 4
Figure 5.5: ABER between the source and destination whenγ(sr) = γ(rd) and the number of
receive antennas at the relay and destination is varied.N (s)t = N
(r)
t = 2 and the
average source to destination spectral efficiency is equal to 3.5 bits/s/Hz.
each term in (5.3) provides an asymptotically tight upper bound for the source to destination
ABER, as shown in Fig. 5.4. Furthermore, while having32 transmit antennas on a single node
may not be realistic, this work provides a basis for the expected performance of a distributed
relaying scenario employing SM where multiple transmit anten as would be available. Indeed,
Section 5.5 looks at the ABER of a system employing distributed relaying nodes as compared
to the system employing fixed relaying nodes. In particular,Dh-SM is compared to DSM in
Section 5.6. In addition, multiple transmit antennas for SMdo not mean multiple RF chains. In
fact, multiple transmit antennas can be obtained by simply having more antenna elements.
The behaviour of Dh-SM with respect to the number of receive ant nnas is now investigated.
As Fig. 5.5 shows, Dh-SM performs better as more receive antennas are added to the system,
irrespective of which node they are added to. Despite the coding gains observed, the system is









. In particular, this is evident if the slopes of the different curves
in Fig. 5.5 are compared in the high SNR region. Indeed, Fig. 5.5 shows that Dh-SM has about
2.2 dB coding gain with respect to DF when there are2 receive antennas at both the relay and
the destination. However, when there are2 and4 receive antennas at the relay and destination
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t
(r) = 32
Figure 5.6: ABER between the source and destination whenγ(sr) = γ(rd) and the number of
transmit antennas at the source and relay is varied.N (r)r = N
(d)
r = 4 and the
average source to destination spectral efficiency is equal to 3.5 bits/s/Hz.
nodes, respectively, Dh-SM has a2.6 dB coding gain with respect to DF,i.e., the performance
of Dh-SM improves by0.4 dB with the addition of2 receive antennas at the destination. Again,
the small increase in the coding gain as the number of receiveant nnas at the destination is
increased, is the result of a bottleneck created by the2 receive antennas at the relay. However,
when there are4 receive antennas at each of the nodes, Dh-SM exhibits about3.3 dB better
performance compared to DF. Furthermore, the coding gains in Dh-SM are in addition to the
diversity gains experienced by both DF and Dh-SM, a result ofincreasing the number of receive
antennas.
With the separate effects of the number of transmit and receiv antennas analysed, Fig. 5.6
shows that Dh-SM can exhibit between5 dB and10 dB gains compared to DF when the number
of receive antennas at both the relay and the destination is increased to4 andN (s)t = N
(r)
t . In
particular, these gains are larger than those presented in Fig. 5.3 and Fig. 5.4 since both links
have more receive antennas. The greater number of receive antenn s provides an increase in
spatial diversity for both DF and Dh-SM with further coding gains for Dh-SM. Indeed, the
coding gains exhibited by Dh-SM are partially a result of thelower order signal–constellation
symbols used in SM transmission and are discussed in Section4.3.2 for a single link.
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t = 2, and the average source to destination spectral efficiency
is equal to3.5 bits/s/Hz. The channel gains are varied.
With the effect of the number of antennas analysed, Fig. 5.7 show the effects of varying the link
SNRs,i.e., γ(sr) 6= γ(rd). Both DF and Dh-SM, exhibit better performance when the averag
SNR on the source to relay link is greater than the average SNRon the relay to destination
link, as shown in Fig. 5.7. Nonetheless, the performance diff rence between the two systems
remains unchanged regardless of the ratio betweenγ(sr) andγ(rd). This means that the effects
discussed above extend to arbitrary channel gain conditions and system geometry.
5.5 Distributed Spatial Modulation
Applying SM in the relaying scenario is shown to result in significant coding gains for a system
with a fixed relaying node. Next, the aim is to analyse the behaviour of a system employing the
SM principles in a distributed scenario. In particular, theABER of a system with two relaying





Figure 5.8: Distributed Spatial Modulation: The source node,S, broadcasts a message at
1 bit/s/Hz using SSK. The relay nodes,R0 andR1, have the same number of re-
ceive antennas as the destination node,D, and decode the message independently.
R0 only transmits a signal when it sees a ‘0’ in its decoded message. Similarly,R1
only transmits a signal when it sees a ‘1’ in its decoded message.
5.5.1 System Model
The system shown in Fig. 5.8 is assumed. All analytical derivations are applicable only if
the spectral efficiency of the system islog2(Nu) whereNu is the number of relay nodes. In
particular, the analytical result is only valid when the probability of incorrectly activating a
relay is the same as the probability of error for a given symbol.
To this extent, the simplest system transmitting at1 bit/s/Hz using space shift keying (SSK) is
considered. The source is assumed to have2 transmit antennas and all receiving nodes (the two
relays and the destination) haveNr number of receive antennas. In particular, the two relays
aim to operate as a virtual antenna array where the array transmits using SSK principles,i.e.,
relaysR0 or R1 activate only when a ‘0’ or a ‘1’ is detected, respectively. Furthermore,γ0
is the SNR between the source andR0, γ1 is the SNR between the source andR1, γ0D is the
SNR betweenR0 and the destination, andγ1D is the SNR betweenR1 and the destination.
Additionally, a strictly two-hop system is assumed with no direct communication between the
source and destination nodes. Before proceeding with further work, the ABER for a point-to-
point SSK system must be determined. In particular, the ABERof a2-by-Nr SSK system.
5.5.2 Derivation of the ABER for SSK
The general detector for SM can be reduced to an SSK detector assumingx = 1 for all events.
In this case, the optimal detector for SSK is given as
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nt = arg min
nt ∈{1,2,...,Nt}
{
||y − hn̂t ||2F
}
. (5.8)
In particular, the ABER of any point-to-point SSK system canbe posed by using a union bound






d(nt − 1, n̂t − 1)
log2 (Nt)
EH [Pr (hnt 6= hn̂t)]
Nt
. (5.9)
After some analytical manipulations, similar to (4.4), thePEP is given as




||hnt − hn̂t ||2F
)
. (5.10)
It should be noted that this PEP is valid for all channel fading statistics and is equal to the





||hnt − hn̂t ||2F
)
whereγ = EmNo is the instantaneous SNR.
If a Rayleigh fading channel is considered, the closed form solution for EH [Pr (hnt 6= hn̂t)]
in (5.9) can be derived by employing the solution to [110, eq.62]. By assuming a Rayleigh
fading channel, the argument within (5.10) can be representd as the summation of2Nr squared
Gaussian random variables, with zero mean and variance equal to 1. This means they can be
described by a central Chi-squared distribution with2Nr degrees of freedom and a probability
density function given in (4.15). The result forEH [Pr (hnt 6= hn̂t)] is given as




Nr − 1 + r
r
)
(1 − f(β))r , (5.11)
such thatf(β) is given in (4.18) andβ = Em2No .
In general, (5.9) is a union bound to the ABER of any SSK systemin a Rayleigh fading envi-
ronment. In particular, this is an exact closed form for the ABER of a2-by-Nr system since the
PEP exactly defines all error events. In addition, the ABER isthe same as the average symbol
error ratio (ASER) since the Hamming distance is either1 or 0 for the 2-by-Nr SSK system
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which also means that the instantaneous bit error ratio (BER) is equal to the instantaneous SER.
The source to destination ABER for DSM is now considered.
5.5.2.1 Analytical Source to Destination ABER for DSM








whereBERsd|0 andBERsd|1 are the source to destinationBER given a ‘0’ or a ‘1’ was trans-
mitted by the source, respectively. Both of the relays, as well as the destination, use a ML
receiver. After some analytical manipulations shown in Appendix B.1, (5.13) is obtained.
PC is the probability of correct detection by both nodes, whilePW is the probability of incorrect
detection by both nodes. In addition,PB|0 is the probability of both nodes activating when
only R0 was intended andPB|1 is the probability of both nodes activating when onlyR1 was
intended. To this extent, the expressions governingPC , PW , PB|0 andPB|1 in terms of the
BER as a function of the respective SNRs, are given in Appendix B.1. The full source to






= 12 [PC (BER(γ0D) + BER(γ1D))]











In particular,BER0D/1D is the probability of detecting ‘1’ at the destination when ‘0’ was
transmitted from the source and both relays are active. Similarly, BER1D/0D is the probability
of detecting ‘0’ at the destination when ‘1’ was transmittedfrom the source and both relays are
active. In addition, the probability of error is governed bythe strongest SNR when both relay
nodes are active,i.e., given a constant transmit power ofEm, it is governed by the channel
attenuations. Specifically, if both relay nodes are active,th n the destination will detect an
interference limited signal. Analytical work for the performance of the system in an interference
limited scenario is shown in Section 4.3.1. In this scenario, the ‘correctly’ decoded symbol
will be the one detected on the better link,i.e., the link with the weakest channel attenuation.
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Therefore, ifγ0D < γ1D, then the event of detecting a ‘0’ when a ‘1’ was sent from the source
constitutes an error and is governed byBER(γ1D/γ0D). However, the event of detecting a ‘1’
when a ‘1’ was sent from the source is correct and is given as1−BER(γ1D/γ0D). This means
that if γ0D < γ1D, thenBER0D/1D = 1 − BER(γ1D/γ0D). Similarly, if γ1D < γ0D, then
BER1D/0D = 1 − BER(γ0D/γ1D).
At this point, to move from the instantaneousBER to the ABER, the expectation of (5.10) with
respect to the fast fading channel coefficients must be obtained. To this extent, the expectation
with respect to the channel for all multiplicativeBER terms that compose it must be consid-
ered for each term in (5.13). The ABER of two multiplicativeBER terms, assuming that the
channels are identical and independently distributed (i.i.d.), is given as
EH0,H0D [BER(γ0)BER(γ0D)] = EH0 [BER(γ0)] EH0D [BER(γ0D)] , (5.14)
whereH0 andH0D are the channel matrices between the source toR0 andR0 to the destina-
tion, respectively. Given this independence, after some mathematical manipulations and real-
ising thatBER(0) = 0.5, the closed form for the source to destination ABER for the system
presented in Fig. 5.8 can be derived. For the sake of concisenes ,
P0 = EH0 [BER(γ0)] ; P0D = EH0D [BER(γ0D)] ; P0D/1D = EH0D [BER(γ0D/γ1D)]
and
P1 = EH1 [BER(γ1)] ; P1D = EH1D [BER(γ1D)] ; P1D/0D = EH1D [BER(γ1D/γ0D)] .
From here, the source to destination ABER for the distributed case using SSK can be defined.
Ifγ0D = γ1D, then
ABER(sd) =
1
2 [P0 + P1 + P0D + P1D − (P0 + P1) (P1D + P0D)] .
(5.15)
Ifγ0D > γ1D, then
ABER(sd) =
1
2 [1.5P0 + 0.5P1 + P0D + P1D − (P0 + P1) (P0D + P1D)]
− 12
[






Ifγ0D < γ1D, then
ABER(sd) =
1
2 [0.5P0 + 1.5P1 + P0D + P1D − (P0 + P1) (P0D + P1D)]
− 12
[




The accuracy of the analytical expressions vs. the simulations n the high ABER is shown in
Fig. 5.9. The ABER performance of DSM can now be compared to that of Dh-SM.





















(r) =  N
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(d) = 3
Figure 5.9: Simulation vs. analytic prediction for DSM.N (s)t = 2, N
(r)
t = 1, Nu = 2 and
a varying number of receive antennas. The markers denote thesimulation results
while the solid lines are the analytical predictions. The source toR0 link expe-
riences a10 dB weaker channel than the presented SNR. The source toR1 link
experiences a3 dB stronger channel than the presented SNR.R0 to the destina-
tion link experiences a10 dB stronger channel than the presented SNR.R0 to the
destination link experiences the presented SNR.
5.6 Comparing Dh-SM and DSM
The aim is to compare the performance of Dh-SM relative to that of DSM. In particular, to
define the ratio between the distributed relaying system employing SSK and a fixed node re-
laying system using SSK. To this extent, Section 5.4 shows that the worst performing link in
a relaying scenario becomes the bottleneck for all other communications. Therefore, to ensure
a fair comparison between the two systems, the same SNR levelat the relay nodes is set,i.e.,
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P(sr) = P0 = P1. Furthermore, the probability of error between relayR0 and the destination
in DSM, is assumed equal to the probability of error between the relay and the destination in
Dh-SM, i.e., a factor,ζ, such thatP(rd) = P0D = ζP1D is established. With these assumptions,
ABERDhSM = P0 + ζP1D − 2ζP0P1D, (5.18)
and










In particular,P0 andP1D are the ABER of two, point-to-point, SSK systems. In a Rayleigh
fading environment, the closed form for each is given by (5.11). In addition,ζ = P0D /P1D is
the ratio of the ABER on the link between relayR0 to the destination relative to the ABER on
the link between relayR1 to the destination. In effect,ζ is proportional to the ratio of the SNRs
on those links,i.e., ζ ∝ γ0Dγ1D . This means thatζ is monotonically increasing as either value is
varied.
The ratio ofABERDhSM relative toABERDSM is given in Fig. 5.10. In particular, the ratio of
the ABERs is one forζ > 1. This proves that Dh-SM performs better than DSM when all relay
to destination links in the system experience the same SNR,i.e., Prd = P0D = P1D. Indeed,
if ζ = 1 in (5.19), it follows thatABERDhSM < ABERDSM. In addition, asζ increases, a
monotonic increase in the performance difference between th two systems can be seen.
The worse performance of DSM can be explained by looking at the error terms that compose
its ABER. Indeed, the distributed nodes mean that an incorretly detected symbol by any node
has a greater effect on the overall ABER. In particular, there are conditions which permit
either both relay nodes to activate simultaneously or none.When all transmit antennas are on
the same node, however, the activation of only a single antenna at any transmitting instance
is guaranteed. In addition, the performance difference betwe n the two systems depends on
the relative SNRs on the relay to destination links. This means that the applicability of DSM
depends on the deployment scenario. On the one hand, DSM lends itself to the creation of
self–organising virtual antenna arrays. On the other hand,it performs worse in terms of ABER
than Dh-SM.
DSM also requires the use of more RF chains, since every relaynode must be capable of
broadcasting and every node must have the same number of receive antennas. To this extent, if
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Figure 5.10: Numerical analysis of the ratio between Dh-SM and DSM, i.e.,
ABERDhSM /ABERDSM, when N
(s)
t = 2, N
(r)





r = 1. γ0 is the SNR presented. The horizontal plane defines
the decision boundary below which theABERDSM is smaller than the
ABERDhSM. However, this only occurs forζ > 1 which proves that Dh-SM
performs better than DSM when all relay to destination linksin the system
experience the same SNR.
of DSM. In particular, work in Section 4.4 and Section 5.4, shows that the number of receive
antennas plays a key role in determining the ABER performance of any system employing SM
by providing both coding and diversity gains. Indeed, the ovrall system diversity is limited
by the minimum number of receive antennas at any receiving node, whether it is a relay or the
destination. The influence of the number of receive antennasis l o apparent when considering
that each term in (5.18) and (5.19) is the ABER of a single link. I addition, by having a single
relay node, Dh-SM can better exploit the multiplexing and energy efficient benefits of SM by




In this chapter the application of SM in a dual-hop, non-cooperative scenario was considered.
In particular, the spatial domain of Dh-SM was used to transmit extra information bits which
help alleviate the multihop burden. Dh-SM was also shown to provide coding gains by lowering
the number of bits sent in the signal domain. In addition, theunion bound method was used to
bound the ABER behaviour of SM and provided an estimate for the potential performance of
Dh-SM.
It was demonstrated that the application of SM in a relaying scenario results in better end–to–
end system performance when compared to non-cooperative DF. To this extent, the coding gain
improved as the number of transmit antennas increased at either the source or relay nodes. The
coding gain was also improved when more receive antennas were added at either the relay or
destination nodes.
A closed form for the ABER of a two relay node DSM system was derived and verified through
simulations. It was shown that the ABER of DSM was governed bythe ABER on the weakest
link in terms of the SNR. To this extent, its performance was influenced by the number of
receive antennas at each relay. In particular, the number ofreceive antennas at each node
should have been the same to allow the system to take full advantage of SM. If this was not
the case, then the system experienced a bottleneck as the worst performing link dominated the
source to destination ABERby limiting the overall diversity in the system.
Furthermore, DSM was shown to perform worse in terms of the ABER when compared to
Dh-SM. In fact, Dh-SM exhibited a better ABER performance than DSM if the same source to
relay SNR was assumed. In particular, a single relay node remov d two erroneous events which
were possible in DSM and improved the source to destination ABER of Dh-SM. In addition,
the energy consumption and cost of employing a single RF chain for transmission make Dh-SM
a more suitable candidate for relaying systems.
Having analysed the application and performance of SM in therelaying scenario, the practical







The performance of spatial modulation (SM) has been analysed in a variety of scenarios thus
far. In Chapter 3, a novel method that permits the transmitter to be equipped with an arbitrary
number of transmit antennas is proposed. In Chapter 4, SM is deployed in the multi-user, inter-
ference limited, environment. In particular, a maximum like hood (ML) detector is proposed
and the system employing SM is shown to perform better than the cost and complexityequiv-
alent SIMO system. In Chapter 5, the average bit error ratio (ABER) of SM in the relaying
scenario with both fixed and distributed relaying nodes is discussed. Along with other theoreti-
cal work done in the field and discussed in Section 2.4.2, SM isshown as a viable candidate for
future wireless networks. Despite the generated interest in SM, however, there is no practical
implementation to prove that SM behaves as predicted in the literature.
This work is part of a larger project that aims to demonstrateSM as a candidate fourth genera-
tion (4G) transmission technique capable of providing energy fficient high speed data transfer.
To this extent, parts of the digital signal processing algorithms were developed jointly with Dr.
Read Mesleh and Mr. Abdelhamid Younis. In addition, the dataused to obtain the channel
statistics was collected by Dr. Pat Chambers as part of the Beyond 4G, UK-China Bridges
project. In this chapter, the performance of SM in an experimntal environment is presented for
the first time in the world.
The remainder of this chapter is organised as follows. The system set-up, equipment, digital
signal processing and channel characteristics are presented i Section 6.2. The equipment
constraints are then considered in Section 6.3 while the analytical modelling is discussed in
Section 6.4. The performance of SM is then characterised in the experimental and simulation
environments in Section 6.5. Lastly, the chapter is summarised n Section 6.6.
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6.2 System Set-up and Transmission
The system set-up and transmission chain, from the generation of the binary information to its
recovery, are explained in this section. Fig. 6.1 shows the data encoding and decoding chain.
Channel
Figure 6.1: Block sequence of the main steps in the experiment, from the gen ration of the
binary data to its recovery.
The binary data to be broadcast is first passed through the digital signal processing algorithm at
the transmitter, (DSP–Tx). The processed data is then passed to the physical transmitter on the
National Instruments (NI)-PXIe chassis, (PXIe–Tx). Each of the transmit antennas (‘Tx1’ and
‘Tx2’) are then activated according to the SM principles at acarrier frequency of2.3 GHz. The
Framing
SM Modulation









Binary file for Tx1













Binary file from Rx1
Binary file from Rx2
DSP-Rx
Figure 6.2: Binary data encoder (DSP–Tx) and decoder (DSP–Rx) algorithms for SM.
data is received after passing through the channel. In particular,h(nt,r) is the fast fading channel
coefficient on the link between transmit antenna,t, and receive antenna,r. The receiver then
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detects and processes the radio frequency (RF) signal in PXIe–Rx. Lastly, the receive side
digital signal processing algorithm (DSP–Rx) recovers theoriginal data stream. To this extent,
Fig. 6.2 is a more detailed layout of the DSP–Tx and DSP–Rx algorithms where the relevant
information is labelled as ‘Binary Data’. The experiment isperformed in a room environment
with a line of sight (LoS) between the transmit and receive ant n as. Fig. 6.3 shows the exact
geometry of the experiment in terms of the relative antenna spacing.
Figure 6.3: Physical experimental layout: A pair of receive and a pair oftransmit antennas are
set2.2m apart from each other with a direct line of sight. Each pair ofantennas
is 1.5m from the ground and there is a10 cm spacing between the antennas in
a pair corresponding to0.77 times the wavelength at2.3 GHz. All antennas are
omnidirectional.

























Figure 6.4: The absolute value representation of a single frame from thevector being trans-
mitted byTx1 in the I16 data format which is a signed15 bit representation of
an integer number. Each frame is composed of the pilot and frequency offset es-
timation along with the information data section. Each frame has at most26100
samples.
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6.2.1 Digital Signal Processing for Transmission (DSP–Tx)
As seen in Fig. 6.2, the binary data is first split into information segments of the appropriate
size. The information data in each segment is then modulatedusing SM. A pilot signal used for
channel estimation is then added, along with a frequency offset estimation section. In addition,
zero-padding is performed which permits up-sampling of thedata while maintaining the same
signal power. The up-sampling ratio is set to four and the up-sampled data is then passed
through a root raised cosine (RRC) finite impulse response (FIR) filter with 40 taps and a roll-
off factor of 0.75. A large roll-off factor and a long tap-delay are necessary to ensure that the
power is focused in a short time,i.e., ensure that only a single RF chain is active. In addition,




























Figure 6.5: The absolute value representation of the transmission vector being sent toTx1.
The synchronisation, SNR estimation and data sections are shown. The value of
the peak must equal215 since the digitiser operates using anI16 format before
tuning the data signal power. The highest value in the SNR section is the same
as the highest value in the information data section. There is approximately a
21.1 dB difference between the peak power in the synchronisation section and the
peak power in the SNR estimation and data sections. This is apparent when looking
at the two data points shown in the figure.
the resulting vector is multiplied with a factor labelled ‘Tuning Signal Power’ in Fig. 6.2 to
obtain the desired transmit power for the information sequence.
Frames are created such that the frame length multiplied by the sampling rate is less than the
coherence time of the channel which is typically≈ 7 ms for a stationary indoor environment
[36]. This ensures that all channel estimations at the receiv r are valid for the frame duration.
A frame includes the frequency offset estimation sequence,the pilot and up-sampled data se-
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quences, as shown in Fig. 6.4 where the vertical scale shows the I16 symbol amplitude versus
the sample number. To this extent, the ‘Data section’ in Fig.6.5 is formed from a series of
concatenated frames from Fig. 6.4. In particular, the differences between the amplitude of the
‘Pilot and Frequency Offset’ estimation section and the amplitude of the ‘Information Data’
section in Fig. 6.4, can be seen in the fine structure of the ‘Data section’ in Fig. 6.5. Further-
more, sequences of power and no power are then added to the start of the transmission vector,
labelled ‘SNR section’ in Fig. 6.5. Lastly, a transmitter-rceiver synchronisation section is
added. The synchronisation sequence is formed by a series ofmaximum power peaks and is
labelled as ‘Synchronisation section’ in Fig. 6.5. To this extent, Fig. 6.5 shows the absolute
value representation of the vector that is sent to Tx1. The two transmit vectors are written to
binary files that are then broadcast from antennas Tx1 and Tx2in Fig. 6.3. The methods used
to obtain and verify the SNR at the receiver are discussed in Section 6.3.1.
6.2.2 Description of the Transmission Hardware (PXIe–Tx)
The NI-PXIe-1075 chassis is used, which has an on-board Intel-i7 processor operating at
1.8 GHz with 4GB of RAM and is shown in Fig. 6.6(a). In addition, the followingNI-PXIe
modules are used:
• NI-PXIe-5450 I/Q Signal Generator,
– 400 Mega samples (Ms)/s, 16-Bit I/Q Signal Generator,
– Dual-channel, differential I/Q signal generation;512 MB of deep on-board memory,
16-bit resolution,400 Ms/s sampling rate per channel,
– ±0.15 dB flatness to120 MHz with digital flatness correction;140 dBc/Hz phase
noise density ,
– −160 dBm/Hz average noise density;25 ps channel-to-channel skew,
• NI-PXIe-5652 RF Signal Generator,
– −110 dBc/Hz phase noise at1 GHz and10 kHz offset typical,
– 500 kHz to6.6 GHz frequency range,
– Typically less than2 ms frequency sweep tuning speed,
• NI-PXIe-5611 intermediate frequency (IF) to carrier RF up-converter.
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Initially, the NI-PXIe-5450 is fed the transmit vector fromthe binary file generated in Matlab
by the encoding DSP–Tx algorithm. An example of the transmitvec or is illustrated in Fig. 6.5.
In particular, the NI-PXIe-5450 performs a linear mapping of the signed16-bit range to the
output power and polarisation,i.e., peak voltage amplitude is assigned to any value equal to215
and a linear scale of the voltage amplitude down to zero. The output from NI-PXIe-5450 then
goes to NI-PXIe-5652 which is connected to the NI-PXIe-5611card. NI-PXIe-5611 outputs the
analogue waveform corresponding to the binary data at a carrier f equency of2.3 GHz. This
completes a single RF chain. Each antenna at the transmitterand receiver contains two quarter–
wave dipoles, and one half–wave dipole placed in the middle.A l three dipoles are vertically
polarised. In addition, each antenna has a peak gain of7 dBi in the azimuth plane, with an
omnidirectional radiation pattern. The10 cm inter-antenna separation is sufficient to guarantee
very low, if any, spatial correlation when broadcasting at2.3 GHz with a 2.2 m separation
between the transmitter and receiver [96].
(a) PXIe–Tx (b) PXIe–Rx
Figure 6.6: NI-PXIe-1075 chassis with the on-board modules used at the transmitter (PXIe–
Tx) and at the receiver (PXIe–Rx).
6.2.3 Propagation Environment (Channel)
The physical layout of the experimental set-up is shown in Fig. 6.7 and the relative antenna
spacing is provided in Fig. 6.3. In particular, the two transmit and two receive antennas are
identical and are placed directly across each other. As such, the channel between the transmit-
ter and receiver has a strong LoS component. Therefore, the transmitter to receiver channel
is defined as a Rician fading channel with a largeK-factor due to the distance between the
transmit and receive antennas whereK is the ratio between the power in the direct path and the
power in all other, scattered, paths. In addition, the omnidirectional transmit antennas broad-
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Figure 6.7: Experimental setup in the laboratory.
cast on a frequency of2.3 GHz at10 Ms/s. It takes2.61 ms to send26100 samples at this
transmission rate. This duration is much less than the coherenc time of a stationary channel in
a Rician indoor environment as shown in [36, Section 6.3]. Furthermore, the transmit antennas
broadcast at peak voltage amplitude for any value equal to215 in the transmission vector and a
linear scaling of the voltage amplitude down to zero follows.
Several methods for frame synchronisation were tested. In general, these methods are based
on using a sequence whose autocorrelation function has a distinct peak marking the sequence
[117–119]. However, determining the peak in this fashion isinfluenced by the channel. The
calculated location is typically accurate to within a couple of samples but is not exact, often
resulting in off-by-one errors. At present, peak detectionis used for synchronisation to avoid
the off-by-one errors. To this extent, a large power difference between the synchronisation
section and remaining data is necessary. In particular, Fig. 6.5 shows a21.1 dB power difference
between the peak power in the synchronisation sequence and the peak power in the SNR and
data sequences. The large power difference is justified whenconsidering that the instantaneous
channel power may fluctuate by as much as20 dB [36, Section 3.5.4]. To guarantee successful
peak detection, the power difference between the synchronisation section and the remaining
sections must be larger than the maximum channel variation.If this is not the case, no peak
may be detected at the receiver and all further decoding would be erroneous.
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6.2.4 Description of the Receiver Hardware (PXIe–Rx)
The RF signal at Rx1 and Rx2 in Fig. 6.3 is now received. The NI-PX e-1075 chassis is again
used with an on-board Intel-i7 processor operating at1.8 GHz with4 GB of RAM and is shown
in Fig. 6.6(b).
The following NI-PXIe modules are used:
• NI-PXIe-5652 on-board reference clock,
• NI-PXIe-5622 16-Bit Digitiser (I16),
– 150 Ms/s real-time sampling,
– 3 to250 MHz band in direct path mode, or50 MHz bandwidth centred at187.5 MHz,
• NI-PXIe-5601 RF downconverter.
The receiving antennas are the same as those used for transmission. In particular, the NI-PXIe-
5601 is used to detect the analogue RF signal from the antennas. The signal is then sent to the
NI-PXIe-5622 IF digitiser. The NI-PXIe-5622 applies its own bandpass filter with a real flat
bandwidth equal to0.4 × SampleRate [120]. The sampling rate in the experiment is10 Ms/s
which results in a real flat bandwidth of4 MHz. To this extent, the large bandwidth may result in
frequency-selective fading. However, this constraint is not considered since the transmitter and
receiver are close enough such that no delayed copies of the transmitted symbol are received,
i.e., the channel does not have multiple taps. In addition, detection in SM relies on decoding
the spatial and signal symbols jointly since a SM symbol is created by the effects of the channel
on the signal symbol. Therefore, if equalisation is appliedto a SM symbol, it would remove
the channel effects and would effectively result in a step bystep detection process which is
shown to be sub-optimal [52]. Furthermore, the NI-PXIe-5622 is synchronised with the NI-
PXIe-5652 on-board reference clock and writes the receivedbinary files. Indeed, the PXIe–Rx
has two RF chains and the described sequence defines a single RF chain. To this extent, the
multiple processing cores and multiple NI-PXIe modules enable the simultaneous recording
of the two signals coming from Rx1 and Rx2. The recorded binary files are then processed
according to ‘DSP–Rx’ in Fig. 6.2.
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6.2.5 Digital Signal Processing for Reception (DSP–Rx)
The binary files recorded by the NI-PXIe-5622 on the PXIe–Rx are converted to Matlab vectors.
In particular, a sample received vector detected by PXIe–Rxon Rx1 at an SNR of30 dB is
shown in Fig. 6.8(a). The vectors are then combined to form a received matrix. Furthermore,
the DSP–Rx algorithm is applied to each received vector. To this extent, the detector first
finds the beginning of the transmitted sequence by using the synchronisation sequence. The
SNR is then calculated using the ‘SNR section’ in Fig. 6.5. After the SNR for that vector has
been determined, each vector is decomposed into its underlying frames. Each frame is then
down-sampled and passed through the RRC filter which completes the matched-filtering. In
addition, frequency offset estimation, timing recovery and correction of each frame follows
and is performed according to [121]. The pilot signal is thenused for channel estimation. The
remaining data, along with the estimated channels, is finally used to recover an estimated binary
sequence.



























(a) SNR = 30dB



























(b) SNR = 14 dB
Figure 6.8: The absolute value representation of the received vector from PXIe–Rx onRx1 at
varying SNRs.
6.3 Equipment Constraints
Starting from the system model in Section 6.2, the equipmentco straints are considered.
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6.3.1 Verification of the SNR
Obtaining the correct SNR for each received vector, is the first step to validating the experi-
mental results. In particular, an SNR estimation section isadded before the information data
frames since a practical system has multiple sources of noise. These could be additive white
Gaussian noise (AWGN) at the receive antennas, AWGN at the digitiser and filter, rounding er-
rors caused by conversion to and from theI16 format which is the signed15 bit representation
of an integer number, and others. To this extent, incorporating an estimation sequence in the
received vector permits a more exact verification of the SNR.Indeed, calculating the average
SNR in this manner permits the use of the ‘Tuning Signal Power’ constant in Fig. 6.2. With
this, the amplitude of the information data is changed such that the desired SNR is obtained. In
addition, Fig. 6.8(b) shows the absolute value representatio of the received vector from PXIe–
Rx on Rx1 at an average SNR of14 dB. The difference in the amplitude of the data section is
evident when comparing Fig. 6.8(a) with Fig. 6.8(b). In particular, the ‘Tuning Signal Power’
constant does not effect the power of the sequence used for SNR estimation or the power of the
synchronisation sequence. To this extent, the stationary environment means that the estimated
average SNR is valid for the duration of the following data vector transmission.
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(a) The wireless channel is measured between the trans-
mit and receive antennas.







































(b) A coaxial cable with a loss of10 dB is connected
between the transmit and receive antennas.
Figure 6.9: CDFs for each of the fast fading coefficients,h(nt,r), of the four channels in the
experiment. Each is defined by a Rician distribution with a uniq eK-factor. The
markers denote the measurement points while the lines denote the best fit approx-
imation. Note that the wireless channel mean values fall in the range of1.3 mV
to 3.6 mV, while the direct connections are in the reduced range of5.5 mV to
6.3 mV.
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6.3.2 Wireless Channel
The Rician fading environment between the transmit and receiv antennas is described in Sec-
tion 6.2.3. To this extent, channel measurements were collected to verify this claim. In par-
ticular, the transmitter is broadcasting pulses at10 Ms/s on a carrier frequency of2.3 GHz at
4 dBm peak power. Each pulse includes a frequency offset estimation section and a total of105
pulse samples were collected. A best fit approximation is then calculated for the collected data.
In particular, a maximum likelihood estimation is fitted to the collected data. A Chi-squared
goodness-of-fit test is then performed to ascertain that thedistribution resulting from the max-
imum likelihood estimation fits at least95% of the data. To this extent, the empirical CDF
for each link is presented in Fig. 6.9(a). Indeed, the differentK-factors on the links between
the transmit and receive antennas could be explained by the room geometry, the antenna posi-
tioning and the overall propagation environment. However,note that each of the CDFs has a
different mean.
6.3.3 Wireline Channel
If the transmitter RF chains are identical to each other and the receiver RF chains are identical
to each other, there should be no differences between the means of the CDFs. In particular, any
difference in the means should be due to the propagation environment. To verify this claim, a
coaxial cable with a10 dB pathloss is connected from each transmit to each receive antenna.
The transmitter is again broadcasting at10 Ms/s on a carrier frequency of2.3 GHz at4 dBm
peak power. However, Fig. 6.9(b) shows that each channel still exhibits a unique mean, even
though the same coaxial cable is connected between the transmit and receive antennas. This
empirical result shows that the RF chains are not identical.Indeed, each component used in
the manufacture of a single RF chain has variations and toleranc s depending on the operating
characteristics such as the operating temperature, frequency range, power range, etc. These
tolerances effect the performance of the RF chain and make each one unique.
6.4 Analytical Modeling
An analytical model for the ABER performance of the experimental system is developed by
considering the system model presented in Section 6.2 and the system constraints in Section 6.3.
In particular, (6.1) characterises the performance of SM over a single link in a noise-limited
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scenario where (6.2) defines the pairwise error probability(PEP) for an arbitrary channel dis-





d(x, nt, x̂, n̂t)
log2 (MNt)
EH [PEP (x, nt, x̂, n̂t)]
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, (6.1)
whered(x, nt, x̂, n̂t) = d(nt, n̂t) + d(x, x̂), whered(·, ·̂) is the Hamming distance between the
binary represention of two symbol coming from the same set and
PEP (x, nt, x̂, n̂t) = Q
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such thatγex represents half of the SNR between the transmitter and receiver. In addition,EH[·]








function. As Fig. 6.3 indicates, the transmit and receive ant n as in the experiment experience
a very strong LoS environment. Accordingly, the channel betwe n each transmit to receive
antenna pair is characterised by Rician fading as discussedin Section 6.3.2. A generic Rician










whereK is the ratio of the coherent power component, usually the dirct path, to the non-
coherent power components, usually scattered paths,h̃(nt,r) ∼ CN (0, 1) is a complex normal,
circular symmetric random variable with zero mean and unit variance,ϑ is the phase angle of
the coherent power component,t ∈ {1, 2} is the index of the transmit antenna andr ∈ {1, 2}
is the index of the receive antenna.
SM relies on the ability of the receiver to distinguish the channels from each of the transmit
antennas. To this extent, a strong LoS environment is detrimntal to the performance of SM
if all link pairs experience the same pathloss. However, thec annelh(nt,r) is not defined
purely by the physical environment. In fact,h(nt,r) is the channel from the moment the binary
file is read by NI-PXIe-5450, to the moment the received binary file is written by NI-PXIe-
5622. This means there may be a power imbalance (PI) between th various link pairs in
the channel matrixH coming from connector losses, differences in the RF chains,different
phase responses, attenuations and similar. Some of these eff cts are demonstrated in Fig. 6.9(b)
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and are discussed in Section 6.3.3. To account for these imbalances, the fast fading channel














whereα(nt,r) is the channel attenuation coefficient from antennat to antennar. To this extent,
the relative PIs between the various channels can be approximated by looking at the relative
means of the CDFs presented in Fig. 6.9(b). Indeed, taking the SNR onh(1,1) as the basis, the
differentα(nt,r) factors can be calculated by using the voltage values shown in Fig. 6.9(b). In
particular, the PI factors are given as
α(1,1) = 0dB, α(1,2) = 0.25 dB, α(2,1) = 0.88 dB, α(2,2) = 1.1 dB. (6.5)
The experimental and simulation results are now discussed.
6.5 Experimental Results and Numerical Analysis
A stream of105 information bits is sent per transmission to obtain the experimental results. The
information data is put in50, 2000 bit frames as shown by the fine detail in the Data section
of Fig. 6.5. In particular, the channel is estimated at the beginning and the end of every frame,
resulting in100 channel estimations per transmission. In addition, the experiment is repeated
400 times for every SNR point. Lastly, analytical and simulation ABER curves are shown for
SM in a Rician environment with and without the PIs given in (6.5).
The experimental results approximate the performance of the simulation results with PIs, as
illustrated in Fig. 6.10. In addition, both the simulation ad experimental results are closely
approximated by the derived upper bound at low ABER. This result serves to validate theoreti-
cal work done in the field. In particular, the presented SNR isequivalent to the SNR onh(1,1).
Furthermore, the large error between the experimental, simulation and analytical curves at high
ABER can be attributed to a number of factors including incorrect frequency offset estima-
tion, timing recovery errors, synchronisation problems, poor channel estimation and decoding.
Notably, incorrect frequency offset estimation can resultin a systematic error contributing sig-
nificantly to the30% error seen at low SNRs in the figure. As the SNR increases, however, fre-
quency offset estimation, timing recovery and channel estimation improve, leading to a lower
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ABER as shown in Fig. 6.10. Unfortunately, the acquired dataoes not result in a smooth per-
formance curve. In particular, deviations from the generaltrend can be seen at SNRs values of
22 dB as well as29 dB. These deviations may be caused by insufficient data at these points or
changes in the channel environment. Nonetheless, if more exp rimental data is acquired, these
deviations would be removed.


















 K = 33 dB
Sim with PI:  K = 33 dB
Ana with PI:  K = 33 dB
Sim with PI:  K = 39 dB 
Experimental
Figure 6.10: ABER for SM in an experimental set-up with2 transmit antennas,2 receive an-
tennas and a spectral efficiency of2 bits/s/Hz. The SNR is set as measured on
h(1,1) with α(1,1) = 0dB. The green diamond markers denote simulation results
with no power imbalance (PI) between the links while the green dashed line is the
analytical prediction. The remaining curves denote the simulation and analytical
results where the black curve is denotes the experimental resu ts.
SM performs best in a rich scattering environment where the channel between each transmit
and each receive antenna is unique. In particular, the larger the Euclidian distance between two
received vectors is, the better the performance of SM becomes. Conversely, the more similar
the channels are, the worse the ABER of SM is. However, the channel uniqueness can be the
result of the scattering environment or PIs caused by hardware tolerances. To this extent, the
analytical and simulation results presented in Fig. 6.10 show t e poor performance of SM in a
Rician environment with no PI between the various links. Fig. 6.10 also shows the analytical
and simulation ABER for SM when PI are introduced. Indeed, the ABER of SM improves
significantly when these PI are introduced as each channel becomes more separable from the
remaining. This increases the Euclidian distance and improves performance.
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The impact of this PI is clear when comparing the simulation results for a Rician fading envi-
ronment withK = 33 dB andK = 39 dB. In particular, the ABER of the system reduces by
around1 dB at an ABER of10−4 even whenK is increased by6 dB. This is because asK
increases, the Rician distribution becomes more concatenated around the mean power and the
PIs introduced by the hardware tolerances make each distribution more distinct. To this extent,
the experimental results show that hardware imperfectionsand tolerances aid the performance
of SM.
This work demonstrates that the hardware tolerances of practical ommunication systems are
beneficial for the ABER performance of SM. This behaviour makes SM a viable candidate for
future wireless networks.
6.6 Summary
In this chapter, the ABER performance of SM was validated experimentally for the first time
in the world. In particular, the encoding and decoding algorithms were presented. The experi-
mental set-up, equipment and channel conditions were then described in detail and the receiver
operating curve was obtained in a practical testbed environment. In addition, the experimental
results were compared to both simulation and analytical expectations. Indeed, it was shown
that a Rician channel with different channel attenuations clo ely described the behaviour of SM
in the physical environment. Furthermore, it was demonstrated that the different channel atten-
uations came from various hardware tolerances in both the transmitter and receiver RF chains.
In fact, the induced power imbalances resulted in significant oding gains for the practical SM
system relative to the theoretical ABER without such power imbalances. To this extent, SM
performed as expected relative to the theoretical work whent power imbalances were intro-
duced in the analytical model. This result validated the SM principles. The performance gains
exhibited by SM in the practical implementation as a result of the hardware tolerances make






7.1 Summary and Conclusions
The background for the undertaken research was introduced in Chapter 2. To this extent, a
brief history of wireless communication systems was presented. The evolution of radio and
mobile communication systems was then considered, starting f om the earliest experiments by
Hertz, Tesla and Marconi, to the implementation of the frequency reuse concept proposed by
Bell Telephone Laboratories and widely accepted in the Global System for Mobile Communi-
cations (GSMC) networks. In addition, the growing global integration in terms of the3rd Gen-
eration Partnership Project (3GPP) and Long-Term Evolution Advanced (LTE-A) collaboration
projects was presented. In particular, the demand for higher data rates was shown as a driving
force for the development and deployment of multiple–inputm ltiple–output (MIMO) systems.
Furthermore, a basic description of the wireless channel was established and its influence on
MIMO systems was discussed. Additionally, the operating principles of MIMO communica-
tions, along with the advantages and perceived disadvantages were elaborated. A possible so-
lution to the perceived disadvantages was presented in the form of the spatial modulation (SM)
concept. In particular, the advantages of SM relative to other MIMO techniques, along with its
limitations, were examined. The chapter concluded with themotivation for the extensions of
the SM concept and the need for its practical implementation.
In an attempt to remove the limitation on the number of transmit antennas, a novel and more
versatile SM scheme, called fractional bit encoded spatialmodulation (FBE–SM), was intro-
duced in Chapter 3. The theory of modulus conversion was discussed and its application to
SM was presented. To this extent, it allowed any SM wireless sy tem to use an arbitrary num-
ber of antennas at the transmitter. On the one hand, numerical results showed that classic SM
systems exhibited better performance in terms of the average bit error ratio (ABER) when com-
pared to systems employing FBE–SM in an uncorrelated Rayleigh fading environment. On
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the other hand, FBE–SM provided better performance when spatial correlation was introduced,
despite suffering from error propagation. Various alternative techniques to FBE–SM, such
as generalised spatial modulation (GSM), space-time blockc des (STBC)–SM, and multiple
active (MA)–SM were then discussed. In particular, the operating principles and advantages of
each system were explored. Each alternative, however, required the activation of multiple trans-
mit antennas. This introduced the problems of inter–channel i t rference (ICI), inter–antenna
interference (IAI) and multiple radio frequency (RF) chains. By employing FBE–SM, one of
the fundamental challenges to the practical deployment of SM was removed while retaining the
essential advantages over other MIMO systems such as avoiding ICI, no IAI, the requirement
for a single RF chain and better energy efficiency. To this extent, FBE–SM was shown as a
viable candidate for the design of green and compact mobile devices employing SM.
The performance of SM in the interference limited scenario was investigated in Chapter 4. Two
maximum likelihood (ML) detectors for use with SM were discused. The first, interference-
unaware detector, was defined and studied in the limit as the signal-to-interference-plus-noise-
ratio (SINR) approached infinity. To this extent, a closed form solution for the upper bound of
the system was provided and its performance in the Rayleigh fading environment was consid-
ered. In particular, the exact coding gains of SM using variable nd constant amplitude mod-
ulation schemes relative to a SIMO system using quadrature amplitude modulation (QAM) in
the noise limited scenario were defined. In fact, the interfer nce-unaware detector was shown
to reach an error floor depending on the SINR. In addition, thenumber of receive antennas
was shown as a key component for the ABER performance of the syst m. Indeed, the addi-
tion of a single receive antenna resulted in greater coding gains than reducing the interference
by more than10 dB at high signal-to-noise-ratio (SNR). A second, interference-aware ML
detector, was proposed and a closed form solution for the uppr bound of the system was pro-
vided. In addition to avoiding the error floor present in the interference-unaware detector, the
jointly optimal detector mimicked a noise limited scenariofor the detection of all transmitted
streams,i.e., an arbitrarily small ABER could be obtained by any node for asufficiently high
SNR. Furthermore, the number of receive antennas was again shown to have a greater influ-
ence on the ABER performance of the system when compared withthe number of transmit
antennas. Although more computationally complex than the interference-unaware detector, the
interference-aware detector guaranteed that the system dos not reach an error floor. Lastly, the
interference-aware detector enabled SM to perform better in terms of ABER than the complex-
ity and cost equivalent multi-user MIMO system in an interference limited environment.
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The application of SM in a dual-hop, non-cooperative scenario was considered in Chapter 5. To
this extent, extra information bits were sent using the spatial constellation of SM which helped
alleviate the multihop burden. In addition, dual-hop spatial modulation (Dh-SM) exhibited cod-
ing gains relative to the non-cooperative decode and forward (DF) system in a Rayleigh fading
scenario by employing SM on the source to relay and relay to destination links. Furthermore,
an upper bound for the source to destination ABER of Dh-SM wasderived. The upper bound
was shown to be asymptotically tight at low ABER. On the one hand, the coding gains of
Dh-SM relative to DF increased as the number of transmit antennas was increased at the source
or relay nodes. On the other hand, the coding gains also increased as more receive antennas
were added at the relay or destination nodes. Indeed, it was demonstrated that SM could be
implemented in a relaying scenario with tangible energy effici ncy and coding gains relative to
the non-cooperative DF algorithm. SM was also applied to a system with distributed relaying
nodes. To this extent, it was shown that the source to destination ABER of distributed spatial
modulation (DSM) was governed by the ABER of the node with theweakest SNR. To avoid
bottlenecks, the number of receive antennas on each of the distributed nodes in DSM needed to
be the same. If this was not the case, the worse performing link in terms of the ABER domi-
nated the source to destination ABER. If the same source to relay and relay to destination SNR
was assumed, Dh-SM exhibited a better performance than DSM because a single relay node
removed two erroneous events which were possible when usingmultiple distributed relaying
nodes. In addition, Dh-SM showed better energy efficiency byemploying a single transmit RF
chain at the single relaying node when compared to the multiple transmit RF chains required
for the distributed nodes.
Finally, the ABER performance of SM was experimentally valid ted in Chapter 6. To this ex-
tent, the digital signal processing algorithms for the transmitter and receiver were discussed,
the experimental setup and equipment were considered, and the empirical characteristics of
the wireless channel were presented along with the equipment constraints. In particular, a Ri-
cian fading channel with different channel attenuations betwe n each transmit to each receive
antenna closely emulated the physical environment. Furthermore, the experimental ABER per-
formance was compared to both simulation and analytical expectations. All three results were
a close match and validated the expected theoretical performance of SM. Indeed, the power
imbalances between the various links improved the ABER performance of SM. In addition, the
power imbalances were not specifically design but were the results of hardware tolerances. To
this extent, SM was shown to be particularly apt for practical implementation since hardware
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tolerances are an inevitable part of real world systems.
Several aspects that constrained the deployment of SM in a practical scenario have been ad-
dressed in this thesis. The limitation on the number of transmit antennas was removed, the
performance of SM in an interference limited scenario was considered, the possible extension
and coding gains of applying SM in a relaying scenario were defined and SM was proven to
be particularly suitable for deployment in a real world scenario. The energy efficiency of SM,
along with other advantages over classical MIMO system, make SM a viable candidate for the
next generation of wireless networks.
7.2 Limitations and Scope for Further Research
Despite the significant work done in SM and the extensions provided in this thesis, a number
of fundamental limitations remain to be considered which constrain the deployment of SM in a
practical system.
Along with much of the theoretical work in SM, much of the workin this thesis assumes full
channel state information (CSI) at the receiver. Although this is not a practical assumption,
the CSI may be obtained via rapid channel estimation at the rec iv r. Nonetheless, this would
pose complexity constraints on the channel estimation algorithm asNr ×Nt number of chan-
nels must be estimated at each transmission instance. In some mobile scenarios, however, the
channel may fluctuate so quickly that practical channel estimation becomes impossible. Indeed,
initial results for systems with partial CSI are reported in[17], where the ABER performance
of SM exhibits significant coding loss. To this extent, the development of low complexity, rapid
and robust channel estimation algorithms is a key area of interes for the practical deployment
of SM systems.
In addition to the channel estimation limitations, the detection complexity for the interference





which is proven to be NP-
complete problem [112]. To this extent, the application of the sphere decoding (SD) techniques
proposed in [16] to the interference aware detector may offer a possible solution and merit
further investigation.
Another area of interest is the application of SM in an ultra wideband system. Narrowband
SM systems consider only a single channel realisation as thechannel signature. To this extent,
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broadcasting a signal symbol over a wider bandwidth would make each spatial symbol more
distinct. A wider bandwidth would also result in a larger Euclidean distance between the spa-
tial symbols and would improve the ABER of the system. The open question is, whether the
improved ABER performance justifies the loss in data rate if the bandwidth is used for multiple
narrowband transmissions?
Although Dh-SM is shown to have better performance in terms of the ABER when compared
to DSM, the performance of a system employing SM with cooperating distributed relay nodes
may offer advantages in terms of energy efficiency and the ABER. For a start, the capacity
analysis of a cooperative distributed relaying system showthe advantages of employing SM
with respect to state-of-the-art solutions [122]. In particular, the spatial encoding process in SM
lends itself to the creation and organisation of virtual anten a arrays from distributed nodes.
Indeed, the SM principles may be used to avoid overhead in routing protocols and warrant
investigation.
Furthermore, the practical implementation of SM in Chapter6 xemplifies the important role
of introducing power imbalances in a SM system. The slight power imbalances significantly
improved the ABER of the experimental system. To this extent, opportunistic power allocation
may be used to increase the Euclidean distance between the spatial constellation points and
improve the ABER. This may be achieved by either providing the transmitter with CSI through
feedback or designing the transmitter with inherent differences in the hardware of the RF chains.
The optimal method for achieving these results is yet to be det rmined.
Along with the assumption of full CSI at the receiver, all work in the field considers that the
transmitter is equipped with fast switching antennas. Although the experimental results mimic
the possible performance of SM with a single RF chain, the hardw e transmitter (PXIe–Tx)
was equipped with multiple RF chains and the SM principles were maintained by ensuring
that only one RF chain was active at any transmission instance. To this extent, fast switching
antennas capable of emitting powerful signals are necessary to obtain the true performance of
SM in terms of its energy efficiency and capacity bounds. Thisrepresents a key concept that
must be addressed before SM can be implemented in a high rate practical deployment.
Lastly, the experimental results should be extended to evaluate the ABER of SM in different
environments. To this extent, under the collaboration of the UK-China Bridges project, the
physical channel should be replaced by a channel emulator. The new results would serve to
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A.1 Derivation of (4.32)
The first element to consider isψ1 which corresponds toσ2z = |x(ξ)|2 + |x̂(ξ)|2. For this,σ2z is






gQAM ≤ 2, (A.1)
whereν ∈ {(1, 1), (2, 1), (3, 1)} anddν are the distances defined in Fig. A.1 andgQAM = 32(M (ξ)−1) .
The normalising factor,gQAM, is used to maintain unity power in the constellation and is given
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unique pairings. This leads to
ψ1 =
(





Having established the derivation ofψ1, ψ2, defined asσ2z = |x(ξ) − x̂(ξ)|2, must be obtained.
Looking at Fig. A.1, there are additional combinations aside from the ones denoted. To this
extent,σ2z = min{σ2z , 2} serves to simplify the counting and sets many of them to2. In




z > 2. In this case,σ
2
z is bound to2 andd(4,2) is the largest
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Figure A.1: The red squares denote16-QAM constellation points. The illustrated constellation
is not normalised. The figure shows possible distance combinations between each
of the constellation points and their distances to the origin in 16-QAM.
distance that must be accounted for in the expectation analysis. This approach is applicable to
larger constellation sizes and for a given constellation size ofM (ξ):




M (ξ) − 1
)
times,




M (ξ) − 2
)
times,
• d(3,2) occurs a total ofD(3) = 4
(√
M (ξ) − 1
)(√
M (ξ) − 1
)
times and,
• d(4,2) occurs a total ofD(4) = 8
(√
M (ξ) − 1
)(√
M (ξ) − 2
)
times.
By looking at Fig. A.1, forM (ξ) = 16:
• d2(1,2) gQAM = 0.4, occurs exactly48 times,
• d2(2,2) gQAM = 1.6, occurs exactly32 times,
• d2(3,2) gQAM = 0.8, occurs exactly36 times, and
• d2(4,2) gQAM = 2, occurs exactly48 times.
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The combinations counted above are applicable for every transmit antenna. This implies that
each count must be multiplied byN (ξ)t which leads to
ψ2 =
(





To arrive at a final solution, the bound onσ2z is enforced and all other combination values are




















which is the number of elements for whichσ2z was set to2, i.e.,
(
σ2z/2
)−Nr = 1. Simple averag-






to account for the number of possible events,
Ψ =





which, when simplified, becomes (4.32).
The asymptote of SM forM (ξ) = 16 is compared to (4.34) when using (4.32) and (4.34)
when not using (4.32). To this extent, Fig. A.2 exemplifies the accuracy and tightness of this
approach.
A.2 Reaching(4.38)from (4.34)with (4.31)and (4.37)


















































Additional Derivations for Interference Limited SM
































)−Nr is obtained via simulations. The solid lines with square
markers denote the asymptote when(4.32) is used. Moving from the rightmost to
the leftmost pairs of curves, each pair corresponds to an incremental increase in
Nr from 2 to 6. The system is using two transmit antennas and has an overall
spectral efficiency of5 bits/s/Hz.





































A.3 Derivation of (4.43)
Pr{A 6= Â} = Pr
{


































































If a Rayleigh fading channel is considered, then the closed form solution for EH [PEP(·)] in
(4.42) can be derived by using [110, eq. 62]. To this extent, the argument within (4.43) can
be represented as the summation of2Nr squared Gaussian random variables, with zero mean
and variance equal to 1, which means that they can be described by a central Chi-squared





The result for EH [PEP(·)] is given as

























Additional Derivations for Dh-SM
B.1 Derivation of (5.13)
The set of events that govern the conditionalBER in (5.12) is considered. Specifically,assum-
ing that a ‘0’ is transmitted by the source, then the set of events that govern which relay is
active is defined in Table B.1.
R0 R1 Activation
PC|0 0 0 correct node
PB|0 0 1 both nodes
PN |0 1 0 no nodes
PW |0 1 1 wrong node
Table B.1: Set of possible errors at the relays given a ‘0’ was transmitted at the source
Each event considered in Table B.1 is associated with a certain probability and is defined as:
• PC|0 is the probability of correct detection at both relays andR0 activates,
• PB|0 is the probability of correct detection byR0 and wrong detection byR1 which
results in both relays activating,
• PN |0 is the probability of wrong detection byR0 and correct detection byR1 which
results in no relays activating, and
• PW |0 is the probability of wrong detection byR0 and wrong detection byR1 which
results in the wrong relay activating.
Each probability can be expressed as a function of the instantaneousBER at both relays. This
approach is permissible only when the probability of activating a particular relay is given as
(1 − BER(γ)) whereBER(γ) is the instantaneousBER at a relay node experiencing an SNR
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of γ. These probabilities are given as
PC|0 = (1 − BER(γ0))(1 − BER(γ1)),
PB|0 = (1 − BER(γ0))BER(γ1),
PN |0 = BER(γ0) (1 − BER(γ1)),
PW |0 = BER(γ0)BER(γ1),
(B.1)
whereγ0 or γ1 are the instantaneous SNRs of the source toR0 link and the source toR1
links, respectively, as shown in Fig. 5.8. The instantaneous BER for a 2-by-Nr space shift
keying (SSK) system is exactly defined in (5.10).
Given (B.1),
BERsd|0 = PC|0 BER (γ0D)
+ PB|0 BER0D/1D
+ PN |0 BER (0)
+ PW |0 [1 − BER (γ1D)] ,
(B.2)
whereγ0D and γ1D are the instantaneous SNRs of theR0 to the destination andR1 to the
destination links respectively, as given in Fig. 5.8.BER0D/1D is the probability of detecting
‘1’ at the destination when ‘0’ was transmitted from the source and both relays are active. The
given expressions in (B.2) are mutually exclusive.
Proceeding in a similar fashion, the set of events that govern which relay is activegiven that a
‘1’ is sent by the sourceare shown in Table B.2.
R0 R1 Activation
PC|1 1 1 correct node
PB|1 0 1 both nodes
PN |1 1 0 no nodes
PW |1 0 0 wrong node
Table B.2: Set of possible errors at the relays given a ‘1’ was transmitted at the source
Each event considered in Table B.2 is again associated with aprobability and is defined as:
• PC|1 is the probability of correct detection at both relays andR1 activates,
• PB|1 is the probability of correct detection byR1 and wrong detection byR0 which
results in both relays activating,
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• PN |1 is the probability of wrong detection byR1 and correct detection byR0 which
results in no relays activating, and
• PN |1 is the probability of wrong detection byR1 and wrong detection byR0 which results
in the wrong relay activating.
Similarly to (B.2), the probabilities are defined as functions of the instantaneousBERs at the
different relays,
PC|1 = (1 − BER(γ0))(1 − BER(γ1)),
PB|1 = BER(γ0) (1 − BER(γ1)),
PN |1 = (1 − BER(γ0))BER(γ1)),
PW |1 = BER(γ0)BER(γ1).
(B.3)
Given (B.3),
BERsd|1 = PC|1 BER (γ1D)
+ PB|1 BER1D/0D
+ PN |1 BER (0)
+ PW |1 [1 − BER (γ0D)] ,
(B.4)
whereBER1D/0D is the probability of detecting ‘0’ at the destination when ‘1’ was transmitted
from the source and both relays are active.
It is apparent thatPC|0 = PC|1 = PC andPW |0 = PW |1 = PW . Furthermore,PB|0 = PN |1







= 12 [PC (BER(γ0D) + BER(γ1D))]
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